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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Recommendations

The Office of Clinical Pharmacology/Division of Clinical Pharmacology II (OCP/DCP-II) has 
reviewed the information submitted in the current application, NDA 209819, for SUBLOCADE, 
buprenorphine-ATRIGEL® one-month depot solution for injection; 100 and 300 mg 
buprenorphine, submitted on 5/30/17.  From a clinical pharmacology perspective, the information 
submitted in the NDA is acceptable.  No further communication is necessary with the Applicant 
at this point. As of November 14, 2017, labeling negotiation is still ongoing with the Applicant. 

The joint meeting of the Psychopharmacologic Drugs Advisory Committee and the Drug Safety 
and Risk Management Advisory Committee (PDAC & DSaRM) meeting for NDA 209819, 
Sublocade subcutaneous Injection, submitted by Indivior Inc., was held on Tuesday, October 31st, 
2017.  The Committee discussed whether the data from the Phase 3 clinical trial and the results 
from the blockade study provided substantial evidence of effectiveness of RBP-6000 for the 
treatment of opioid use disorder (OUD) in patients who had undergone stabilization with a 
transmucosal buprenorphine product and whether there is a significant difference in the 
effectiveness between the two dose regimens tested, RBP-6000 300/300 mg and RBP-6000 
300/100 mg.  Additionally, the Committee discussed safety concerns (e.g., inadvertent intravenous 
injection) and Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) program.  Finally, the Committee 
discussed whether the efficacy data are sufficient to outweigh the risks associated with this novel 
product and if both treatment regimens (RBP-6000 300/300 mg and RBP-6000 300/100 mg) 
should be approved.  The Committee expressed opinions in favor of Sublocade, however, since 
there were many patients excluded initially from the study, the effectiveness in the ‘real world’ 
setting may be less than what was observed in the trial.  There were discussions regarding dosing 
regimens as no clear efficacy differences were observed between 300/300 mg and 300/100 mg 
treatments.  Considering the systemic exposure of the 300/300 mg dosing regimen is higher than 
the highest approved dosing regimen of sublingual buprenorphine product, the Committee 
commented that it may be prudent to use the lower dosing regimen, 300/100 mg on all patients 
initially, and only use 300/300 mg for those who do not gain sufficient benefit from 300/100 mg.  
Overall, the Committee recommended approval for the treatment of OUD in patients who have 
undergone stabilization to suppress opioid withdrawal signs and symptoms with a transmucosal 
buprenorphine containing product.          

Review Issue Recommendations and Comments

Pivotal or supportive evidence 
of effectiveness

One Phase 3 trial, a single multiple-center, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled, 24-week safety and efficacy study, RB-US-
13-0001, and, one opioid-blockade study, RB-US-13-0002, 
were conducted in patients with moderate to severe OUD who 
have undergone stabilization to suppress opioid withdrawal 
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signs and symptoms with a transmucosal buprenorphine-
containing product.  

To demonstrate buprenorphine delivered from Sublocade was 
adequate to reduce use of illicit opioids, the Phase 3 trial 13-
0001 evaluated the following:  primary and secondary 
endpoints: primary – the  cumulative distribution function of the 
percentage weeks of abstinence measured by weekly UDS 
(Urine Drug Screen) negative for opioids and self-reports 
negative for illicit opioid from week 5 through 24; secondary - 
treatment success, where a responder was defined as any subject 
with ≥ 80% of urine samples negative for opioids combined 
with self-reports negative for illicit opioid use between Week 5 
and Week 24; Self-reports of illicit opioid use were obtained 
from Timeline Follow back (TLFB) interviews.  The findings 
from the efficacy study indicated that Sublocade 100 mg once 
monthly and 300 mg once monthly maintenance doses met both 
primary and secondary endpoints in patients with moderate to 
severe OUD who have undergone stabilization to suppress 
opioid withdrawal signs and symptoms with a transmucosal 
buprenorphine-containing product.

In the opioid blockade study 13-0002 the Applicant assessed the 
effect of RBP-6000 on visual analog scale (VAS) drug-liking 
measurements acquired during 12 hydromorphone challenge 
sessions; one challenge conducted each week for 12 weeks. 
Each hydromorphone challenge consisted of 3 consecutive days 
where each day a subject receives a single IM injection of 0 mg, 
6 mg, or 18 mg hydromorphone in a blinded randomized 
manner. Subjects were stabilized on SL Suboxone for 2 weeks, 
received 300 mg SC RBP-6000 injection at the beginning of 
Week 1 and Week 5, with weekly hydromorphone challenge 
sessions from Weeks 1 to 12. On the weeks of RBP-6000 SC 
injection, hydromorphone challenges started 4 days after SC 
injection. The 300 mg dose provided effective blockade of 
opioid effects using the hydromorphone challenge tests.  OCP’s 
PK/PD analyses also provide supportive evidence of opioid 
blockade. There is a trend of increasing response (reduced drug-
liking) with increasing opioid exposure. Also, higher 
buprenorphine exposures are required to reduce the drug-liking 
following an 18 mg hydrophone challenge compared to the 6 
mg hydromorphone challenge. Please refer to section 4.4.3 for 
details.

The Applicant conducted analyses to assess the relationship of 
% mu-opioid receptor availability and buprenorphine plasma 
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concentration using data from Greenwald Study 1 and 
Greenwald Study 2.  
The Applicant’s analysis shows that μORO increases with 
increasing buprenorphine exposure. The Applicant also applied 
an Emax model to assess the relationship between μORO and 
buprenorphine exposure. The result is that the maximum μORO 
in the data from the two Greenwald studies is 91.40% 
occupancy with an Emax of 0.67 ng/mL. Applicant assessed the 
μORO in n=2 subjects in a PET-imaging sub-study within 
Study 12-0005. The relationship between μORO and 
buprenorphine exposure from the n=2 subjects in the PET sub-
study of 12-0005 are consistent with the data from the two 
Greenwald studies and the μORO Emax model predictions. 
Please refer to section 4.4.1 for details.

General dosing instructions Sublocade is for subcutaneous injection only and must not be 
administered intravenously or intramuscularly.  The 
recommended dose following a stabilization on a transmucosal 
buprenorphine-containing product is 300 mg monthly for the 
first two months followed by maintenance dose of 100 mg 
monthly.  Sublocade 300 mg maintenance dose is optional for 
patients in the absence of medication toxicity and who do not 
response to the 100 mg monthly maintenance dose.  
The clinical efficacy of starting treatment with Sublocade 100 
mg has not been studied.  A patient who misses a dose of 
Sublocade should receive the next dose as soon as possible, with 
the following dose given no less than 26 days later.  
Unavoidable occasional delays in dosing up to 2 weeks are not 
expected to have a clinically significant impact on treatment 
effect.  

Dosing in patient subgroups 
(intrinsic and extrinsic factors)

No formal assessment of Sublocade in pediatric population was 
conducted to date; however, buprenorphine has an orphan drug 
designation for the indication of opioid dependence (Section 
526(a)(2)(B) of the FFDCA (application #93-752)).  Thus, 
Sublocade is exempt from the PREA requirements.
No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were 
conducted in hepatically-impaired or renally-impaired patients.  
With respect to hepatic impairment, the effect on buprenorphine 
PK has been previously evaluated with Suboxone sublingual 
tablets (2 mg/0.5 mg buprenorphine/naloxone) in subjects with 
varied degrees of hepatic impairment as indicated by Child-
Pugh criteria (see Suboxone Film Prescribing Information 
2017).  The labeling states that “While no clinically relevant 
changes were observed in subjects with mild hepatic 
impairment, buprenorphine plasma exposure was increased by 
64% and 181% in subjects with moderate and severe hepatic 
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and symptoms with a transmucosal buprenorphine containing product.  The proposed doses are 
100 and 300 mg buprenorphine.  The recommended dose by the Applicant, following a 
stabilization on a transmucosal buprenorphine-containing product, is 300 mg monthly (every 28 
days); the dose may be decreased to 100 mg based upon tolerability.  Sublocade is considered a 
single entity combination product (drug/device), presented in a prefilled syringe containing 
buprenorphine in the ATRIGEL drug delivery system.  The ATRIGEL Delivery System is a non-
aqueous solution consisting of a biodegradable polymer, 50:50 poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) with 
a carboxylic acid end group (PLGH) and a biocompatible solvent, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP).  
Sublocade forms a depot when injected subcutaneously and releases buprenorphine for a minimum 
of 28 days as the polymer biodegrades.  

Sublocade should be used as part of a complete treatment plan to include counselling and 
psychosocial support.  There is no currently approved parenterally administered extended release 
buprenorphine product for the treatment of OUD and this product may offer advantages over 
existing buprenorphine products, e.g., sublingual (SL) films/tablets, by improving patient 
compliance, reducing diversion/abuse, and reducing unintentional pediatric exposure.  Sublocade 
original program was to deliver a similar buprenorphine exposure observed in SL products 
currently marketed; however, the development program was modified (discussion with the 
Agency) specifically to provide buprenorphine concentrations which would occupy approximately 
70% or more of mu-opioid receptors in the brain.  In turn, buprenorphine from the Sublocade 
would provide “opioid-receptor blockade” of exogenously administered opioids.  In this regard, 
the Phase 3 pivotal study assesses the efficacy of two different dosing regimens of Sublocade, 300 
mg every 28 days for 6 injections and 300 mg every 28 days for 2 injections followed by 100 mg 
every 28 days for 4 injections.

The Applicant requested a priority review status and has been granted.  It is noted that Fast Track 
designation was granted by the Agency on May 23, 2016, which met the following criteria: the 
drug is intended to treat a serious condition and address an unmet medical need.  Additionally, the 
Applicant stated that buprenorphine has an orphan drug designation for the indication of opioid 
dependence.  In support of this, the Applicant submitted the 2002 Suboxone tablet Orphan Status 
Approval letter dated June 15, 1994, which states that buprenorphine qualified for orphan 
designation for the treatment of opiate addiction in opiate users under Section 526(a)(2)(B) of the 
FFDCA (application #93-752).  Thus, Sublocade is exempt from the PREA requirements.

The Applicant submitted the current NDA through the 505(b)(2) pathway. The Applicant indicated 
this application is relying for approval, in part, on the Agency’s findings of safety and efficacy of 
Subutex SL tablet, N 20732.  Additionally, it relies on published literature to support the safety 
assessment of the excipients which form the ATRIGEL delivery technology: safety assessment for 
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and for 50:50 poly(lactide-co-glycolide).  The Applicant stated 
that applicable information from the Subutex product label has been included in the Sublocade 
draft Package Insert.  Four key meetings were held with the Agency regarding Sublocade drug 
development: a pre-IND meeting was held on 4/27/10; an End-of-Phase 2 meeting was held on 
9/30/14; Type C guidance meeting was held on 9/28/16; and, a pre-NDA meeting was held on 
12/14/16.  
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Sublocade program consisted of seven clinical studies, which were conducted under IND 107607 
(Table 1).  The objectives for the development of Sublocade were to: achieve opioid blockade 
starting from the first dose of treatment across the entire dosing interval at concentrations of 
buprenorphine that are safe and well tolerated, negating the need for rescue medications, achieve 
clinically significant control of craving and withdrawal symptoms, prevent illicit opioid use, and 
limit the possibility of misuse and diversion, and enable treatment concordance.  The clinical trials 
conducted to support the development program included: one Phase 3 double blind placebo 
controlled study for efficacy and safety (RB-US-13-0001), one Phase 3 Open label study for long-
term safety (RB-US-13-0003), and, one opioid blockade study (RB-US-13-0002).  

Sublocade has been developed with the following designations, which the designation will be used 
interchangeably in this review: RBP-6000 (buprenorphine-ATRIGEL) depot; Buprenorphine-
ATRIGEL® One-Month Depot.  The final to-be-marketed formulation was used in all clinical 
trials and in the manufacture of the registration batches.  

Table 1 Listings of Sublocade clinical studies
Study 
Number/ 
Phase/ 
Status Study Design

Planned Sample 
Size

RBP-6000 Dose (N)
Induction/Dose-stabilization
Medication (Safety Population) Population Objective(s)

RB-US-10-
0011/
Phase 1/ 
Completed

SS, FTIH, SD, 
PK, OL

18 enrolled to 
obtain at least 6 
completers

Single RBP-6000 SC dose 20 mg 
(N=12)[No buprenorphine 
induction/dose stabilization period]

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-IV-TR) 
methadone treatment-
seeking subjects (males 
and females) ≥ 18 to ≤ 
60 years of age BMI ≥ 
18.0 to ≤ 33.0 kg/m2 

Safety; 
tolerability; PK 
profile; 
Determine dose

RB-US-11-
0020/
Phase 1/ 
Completed

MC, SAD, 
PK, OL

12 enrolled per 
cohort to obtain 
18 completers 
(at least 6 
completers per 
cohort)

Three cohorts:50 (N=12), 100 
(N=12), or 200 (N=12) mg [No 
buprenorphine induction/dose- 
stabilization for Cohorts 1-3] 
Cohort 4 (N=15): 100 mg after 
induction/dose stabilization of 
SUBOXONE SL tablets; 12 mg/day 
for 5 days followed by RBP-6000 
containing 100 mg buprenorphine

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-IV-TR) 
treatment-seeking 
subjects (males and 
females) ≥ 18 to ≤ 65 
years of age BMI ≥ 18.0 
to ≤ 33.0 kg/m2

Safety; 
tolerability; PK 
profile; Explore 
PD markers

RB-US-13-
0006/
Phase 1/ 
Completed

SS, R, SD, 
PK, OL
Using PLGH 
Polymer of 2 
Different MW 
(Low and 
High MWs as 
Test) in 
Comparison to 
Intermediate 
MW (Ref)

Approximately
48 enrolled to 
obtain at least
36 completers

Single SC dose 300 mg (N=47) 
[Using SUBOXONE SL film, 
induction/dose stabilization phase, 2 
to 8 mg/day for 1 day; 2 to 12 
mg/day for 1-2 days; and 12 mg for 
5 days]

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-5) treatment-
seeking subjects (males 
and females) ≥ 18 to ≤ 
65 years of age BMI ≥ 
18.0 to ≤ 35.0 kg/m2

Safety; 
tolerability; PK 
profile
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RB-US-12-
0005/
Phase 2A/ 
Completed

MC, MD, PK, 
PD, OL
(PET sub-
study, 2 
subjects)

15 enrolled per 
cohort to obtain 
at least 36 
completers (at 
least 6 
completers per 
cohort) 

50 (N=15), 100 (N=30), 200 (N=30), 
or 300 (N=14) mg in repeated (4 or 
6) SC injections separated by 28 
days (Two of the 89 subjects 
participated in a PET Scan sub-
study)  
[Induction/ dose stabilization period 
with SUBUTEX SL tablets, 13 day, 
8 to 24 mg] 

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-IV-TR) 
treatment-seeking 
subjects inducted and 
then stabilized on 
SUBUTEX dose of 8, 
12, 14, 24 mg or 8-24 
mg (13-day lead-in 
phase). males and 
females ≥ 18 to ≤ 65 
years of age BMI ≥ 18.0 
to ≤ 33.0 kg/m2

Safety; 
tolerability; 
PK/PD profile

RB-US-13-
0002/
Phase 2/ 
Completed

SS, OB, MD, 
PK

At least
24 completers

300 mg in each of 2 SC injections 
separated by 28 days  (N=39)
[Hydromorphone challenge; Subjects 
who had an acceptable response to 
hydromorphone challenge were 
inducted and stabilized (over a 13- to 
14-day period) on SUBOXONE SL 
film to reach a final dosage of 8-24 
mg/day]
Hydromorphone challenges were 
conducted pre-treatment (baseline at 
Days -17, -16 and -15), during 
induction/dose stabilization (Days -
3, -2 and -1), and 12 weeks with HM 
6 or 18 mg, or placebo.

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-5), not treatment-
seeking subjects (males 
and females) ≥ 18 to ≤ 
55 years of age BMI ≥ 
18.0 to ≤ 33.0 kg/m2

Blockade of 
subjective 
opioid effects; 
PK profile, 
safety

RB-US-13-
0001/
Phase 3/ 
Completed

MC, MD, R, 
DB, PC,
24-week
efficacy, 
safety and 
tolerability 
(Ph3DB)

Approximately 
470
(188 enrolled in 
300 300 active 
group, 188 
enrolled in 
300 100 active 
group and 94 in 
Placebo group)

300/300 active group: 300 mg for 6 
injections separated by 28 days
300/100 active group: 300 mg for 
first 2 injections followed by 100 mg 
for subsequent 4 injections separated 
by 28 days
Placebo group: Volume-matched (47 
to 300/300 group; 47 to 300/100 
group)
(N = 504) 
[Induction/dose stabilization period 
SUBOXONE SL film day induction 
2-24 mg, then to 11-day dose 
stabilization 8-24 mg (no taper, 
n=342; taper, n=162)]

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-5) treatment-
seeking subjects 
inducted onto 
SUBOXONE SL film 
for 3 days (males and 
females) ≥ 18 to ≤ 65 
years of age BMI ≥ 18.0 
to ≤ 35.0 kg/m2

Efficacy & 
safety; 
population PK

RB-US-13-
0003/
Phase 3/ 
Ongoing 
(interim 
CSR (safety 
only) 
provided; 
final 
analysis 
underway)

MC, MD, OL
long-term 
safety and 
tolerability
(extension of 
RB-US-13-
0001) 
(Ph3OL)

Approximately 
600 to provide 
additional 
safety data on 
at least 500 
subjects 
exposed to 
RBP-6000 for 
at least 6 
months and at 
least 100 
subjects 
exposed to 
RBP-6000 for 
at least 12 
months

All subjects received an initial 300 
mg injection. This was followed by:
De novo subjects: 300 mg or 100 mg 
in each of 12 SC injections separated 
by 28 days
Rollovers: 300 mg or 100 mg in each 
of 6 SC injections separated by 28 
days [N = 672 (415 de novo, 257 
rollover)]
[Induction/dose stabilization period 
with SUBOXONE SL film: 3-day 
induction 2/4-8/24 mg/day, then 1- 
to 11-day dose stabilization 8-24 
mg/day]

Opioid-dependent 
(DSM-5) treatment-
seeking subjects (males 
and females) ≥ 18 to ≤ 
65 years of age BMI ≥ 
18.0 to ≤ 35.0 kg/m2

Long-term; 
Efficacy
& safety; 
population PK
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The current review focused on Studies RB-US-11-0020 (SAD; with and without buprenorphine 
sublingual stabilization steps), RB-US-12-0005 (MD; with buprenorphine sublingual stabilization 
steps) for the proposed 100 and 300 mg doses specified and to support in the Label.  Additionally, 
Studies RB-US-13-0006 (SD; with buprenorphine sublingual stabilization steps) and RB-US-13-
0002 (2 doses of Sublocade; with buprenorphine sublingual stabilization steps) were assessed for 
buprenorphine release profile from Sublocade.  Study RB-US-10-0011 was not reviewed due to 
this study assessing 20 mg Sublocade.  Population PK analyses information from 2 Phase 3 trials, 
RB-US-13-0001 and RB-US-13-0003, were assessed to address the drug interaction potentials 
(e.g., 3A4 inducer/inhibitor on buprenorphine exposure), special populations (e.g., renal 
impairment, age, race, sex, etc.), and, various clinical factors, e.g., buprenorphine exposure due to 
the body mass index, re-injection within same abdominal quadrant, buprenorphine exposure due 
to missed doses up to 2 weeks and treatment interruption, etc.  Additionally, population PK/PD 
analyses were assessed regarding the relationship between buprenorphine concentrations and 
response observed, such as, for illicit opioid use (e.g., subjects using opioids by the injectable route 
at baseline), opioid craving, and withdrawal symptoms (Clinical Opiate Withdrawal 
Scale/Subjective Opiate Withdrawal Scale), and, the relationship between buprenorphine plasma 
concentration and μ-opioid receptor occupancy (μORO) in the brain, as appropriate.

Study RB-US-13-0001 was a Phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multi-center 
study which assessed the efficacy, safety and tolerability of multiple Sublocade injections over 24 
weeks [Treatment 1: Sublocade 300 mg for 6 injections (once every 28 days); Treatment 2: 
Sublocade 300 mg for 2 injections (followed by 100 mg for 4 injections (once every 28 days)] in 
treatment-seeking subjects with a diagnosis of moderate or severe OUD.  Subjects were inducted 
onto Suboxone SL film for 3 days, followed by a Suboxone SL film run-in dose-adjustment period 
(4- to 11-day) to achieve buprenorphine doses ranging from 8 to 24 mg/day.  For placebo 
treatments, patients were administered a placebo injection that was volume-matched for Sublocade 
300 mg or 100 mg injections.  The primary efficacy was assessed by centrally tested urine drug 
screen (UDS) results (urine samples negative for opioids) and self-reported illicit opioid 
(percentage abstinence) use as recorded by the patient from Week 5 through Week 24.  
Additionally, scores for Opioid Craving VAS, Clinical Global Impression-Severity (CGI-S) scale, 
Clinical Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) scale, COWS and SOWS were assessed.  Urine 
drug screens and self-reports were assessed at screening, and on a weekly basis following each 
Sublocade SC injections or placebo (Days 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 36, 43, 50, 57, 64, 71, 78, 85, 92, 99, 
106, 113, 120, 127, 134, 141, 148, 155, 162 and 169), as well as at a safety follow-up visit (Day 
197).  Urine drug screens were also assessed on the day after each SC injection at 24 h post-dose 
(Days 2, 30, 58, 86, 114 and 142).   The reader is referred to Clinical Review by Drs. Emily Deng 
and Feng Li, Office of New Drug (OND) and Office of Biostatistics (OB), respectively.

Study RB-US-13-0002 was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, two of Sublocade 300 mg 
injections (28-day apart; Day 1 and Day 29) study in non-treatment-seeking subjects with moderate 
to severe OUD to assess the blockade of hydromorphone’s subjective effects.  This study is 
considered as supportive evidence for efficacy since only one well controlled Phase 3 study was 
conducted. Patients were treated with up to 24 mg Suboxone in the lead-in phase.  Buprenorphine 
blood samples were collected at: Day 1 – pre-dose, Days 2, 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28, Day 29 – 
pre-dose, Days 30, 33-35, 40-42, 47-49, 54-56, 61-63, 68-70, 75-77, and 82-84.  The primary 
objective was to assess “Drug Liking” scores measured after challenge with 6mg or 18mg of 
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Additionally, the Applicant proposed Sublocade molecular weight (MW) Acceptance Criteria of 
 kilodaltons (kDa). A comparative bioavailability study (Study RB-US-13-0006) was 

conducted to assess the buprenorphine exposure of Sublocade formulated with different MW of 
PLGH, namely, from 9 kDa to 17 kDa MW of PLGH.  The MW range evaluated in Study RB-US-
13-0006 covered the formulations used in other clinical studies, including the pivotal Phase 3 trial, 
RB-US-13-0001 (  kDa; Phase 3 Safety Extension trial, RB-US-13-0003, utilized  
kDa).  Study RB-US-11-0006 was a single-center, randomized, open-label, single-dose, parallel-
group study in subjects with OUD who have undergone buprenorphine sublingual stabilization 
(final stabilized Suboxone film dose of 12 mg) or “lead-in” phase.  This study evaluated 
pharmacokinetics of single dose of RBP-6000 300 mg formulated with three different PLGH MW 
polymers: 9 kDa of PLGH polymer (RBP-6000 PLGH A; test arm), 14 kDa of PLGH polymer 
(RBP-6000 PLGH C; reference arm), and, 17 kDa of PLGH polymer (RBP-6000 PLGH B, test 
arm).  Buprenorphine pharmacokinetic parameters are presented Table 3.

Table 3 Single-dose RBP-6000 300 mg pharmacokinetic parameters in Study RB-US-13-0006
Parameter RBP-6000 PLGH A

(9 kDa)
RBP-6000 PLGH B

(17 kDa)
RBP-6000 PLGH C

(14 kDa)
 Cmax (ng/mL) n 16 15 16

Mean 7.40 5.07 5.93
SD 2.550 1.734 1.603

 AUC0-28days (h*ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 1550 1040 1230
SD 512.7 310.0 422.9

 AUClast  (h*ng/mL) n 16 15 16
Mean 2140 1730 1830
SD 1140 864.9 941.5

 Tmax (h) n 16 15 16
Minimum 4.00 12.0 4.00
Median 16.0 20.0 20.0
Maximum 24.0 28.0 24.0

Hour 312 (Day 14) (ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 2.21 1.23 1.64
SD 0.73 0.45 0.75

Hour 504 (Day 22) (ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 1.97 1.21 1.61
SD 0.66 0.48 0.56

Hour 672 (Day 29) (ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 1.83 1.30 1.43
SD 0.68 0.62 0.47

RBP-6000 PLGH A: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 9 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), subcutaneous (SC) injection
RBP-6000 PLGH B: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 17 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), SC injection
RBP-6000 PLGH C  RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 14 kDa PLGH polymer (reference treatment), SC injection
Hour 312, 504, 672: Table 14.2.2 Summary of plasma concentration of buprenorphine (RBP-6000 phase) Pharmacokinetic set
Source: rbus130006-body.pdf; End-of-Text Table 14.2.6.

The results indicated that 9 and 17 kDa formulations are not bioequivalent to 14 kDa formulation. 
During a team discussion, the Office of Pharmaceutical Quality, Office of New Drug Products 
(OPQ, ONDP) team indicated that Acceptance Criteria of  kDa will most likely not be 
agreed with the Applicant and suggested a new Acceptance Criteria of  kDa for the entire 
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Subjects were dosed with SUBUTEX SL tablet followed by SC injections of RBP-6000 containing buprenorphine.
The Cohort 6 column is the total for the 8 mg, 12 mg, 16 mg, 20 mg, and 24 mg SUBUTEX columns from Table 14.2.1.3.
Source: Table 14.2.1.3

After Sublocade injection, an initial buprenorphine peak was observed and the median Tmax 
occurred at 24 hours after injection.  After the initial buprenorphine peak, the plasma 
buprenorphine concentrations decreased slowly and stable plasma buprenorphine concentrations 
were reached by approximately Week 2.  

Study RB-US-13-0002 was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, two Sublocade 300 mg injections 
(28-day apart; Day 1 and Day 29) study in non-treatment-seeking subjects with moderate to severe 
OUD to assess the blockade of hydromorphone’s subjective effects.  Patients were treated with up 
to 24 mg Suboxone in the lead-in phase.  Buprenorphine blood samples were collected at: Day 1 
– pre-dose, Days 2, 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28, Day 29 – pre-dose, Days 30, 33-35, 40-42, 47-49, 
54-56, 61-63, 68-70, 75-77, and 82-84.  The primary objective was to assess “Drug Liking” scores 
measured after challenge with 6mg or 18mg of intramuscular (IM) hydromorphone with placebo.  
Following SC RBP-6000 administration, mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations were slightly 
higher following the second dose on Day 29 when compared with the first dose on Day 1.  For 
individual buprenorphine concentrations observed in Days 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28 are presented 
in Table 6.

Table 6 Observed buprenorphine concentrations (ng/mL) on Days 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28
Parameter Day 

05
Day 
06

Day 
07

Day 
12

Day 
13

Day 
14

Day 
19

Day 
20

Day 
21

Day 
26

Day 
27

Day 
28

N 38 37 37 36 35 34 33 33 33 30 30 29
Mean 2.30 1.97 1.96 1.88 1.89 1.94 1.93 1.88 1.91 1.77 1.75 1.79
SD 0.81 0.72 0.79 0.74 0.65 0.63 0.68 0.64 0.60 0.58 0.62 0.68
Min 0.10 0.78 0.74 0.71 0.69 0.83 0.74 0.73 0.86 1.07 0.98 1.03
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Overall, the simulations suggest that exposures for a maintenance dose of 300 mg once every other 
month are likely to be within the exposures achieved with maintenance doses of 100 mg once 
monthly and 300 mg once monthly.  As both the 100 and 300 mg once monthly maintenance dose 
levels demonstrated efficacy in the pivotal trial, this finding suggests that 300 mg once every other 
month may be an efficacious dose regimen, which could reduce the number of injections by 50% 
(6 instead of 12 injections per year).  Based on discussions with Clinical team, these findings 
suggest that longer dosing intervals should be explored.

Relative bioavailability

The results from Study RB-US-12-0005 (MD) with respect to Subutex and Sublocade Cavg, Cmax 
and Cmin values are presented in following tables (Table 7 and 8, respectively)

Table 7 Observed steady-state buprenorphine concentrations from lead-in sublingual Subutex 
before first RBP-6000 injection of 100 and 300 mg dose

Parameter Statistic Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
100mg1

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
12mg 
/100mg2

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
12mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
16mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
20mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
24mg/ 
300mg3

N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3
Mean 1.251 1.707 0.837 1.782 1.666 2.754 2.907

Cavg,ss

SD 0.5362 0.5284 0.2888 0.7419 0.8231 1.1887 0.3635
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3
Mean 3.964 5.350 2.417 4.77 4.265 10.86 8.267

Cmax,ss

SD 1.9131 1.7340 1.1794 1.0576 2.1991 4.5821 1.9868
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3
Mean 0.568 0.806 0.482 0.777 0.763 1.134 1.543

Cmin,ss

SD 0.2367 0.3638 0.0854 0.36 0.5056 0.2772 0.2566
1: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
2: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
3: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
SD: standard deviation

Table 8 Observed buprenorphine concentrations after first, fourth and sixth RBP-6000 
subcutaneous injections for 100 and 300 mg doses

Parameter Inj. 
#

Statistic Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
100mg1

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
12mg/ 
100mg2

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
12mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
16mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
20mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
24mg/ 
300mg3

N 14 14 1 3 2 2 3
Mean 0.615 0.687 1.45 1.89 1.76 1.78 2.19

1

SD 0.1980 0.2116 . 0.94 0.17 0.13 0.72

Cavg,ss

4 N 8 11 2
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Mean 1.897 1.893 4.81
SD 0.3763 0.646 0.64
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3

Mean 1.686 2.023 3.02 6.06 4.58 4.45 5.37
1

SD 0.62 0.8251 0.53 0.79 0.88 0.07 1.79
N 10 12 3 2 2

Mean 2.554 3.066 9.63 11.07 8.22
4

SD 0.4775 0.8658 2.79 1.74 2.48
N 1

Mean 7.14

Cmax,ss

6

SD .
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3

Mean 0.41 0.375 0.48 0.73 0.74 1.05 1.25
1

SD 0.1955 0.1001 0.09 0.24 0.48 0.16 0.42
N 10 12 3 2 2

Mean 1.18 1.263 4.45 4.13 3.35
4

SD 0.2803 0.3574 0.69 0.52 0.44
N 1

Mean 4.29

Cmin,ss

6

SD .
1: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
2: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
3: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
SD: standard deviation

Comparisons of buprenorphine Cavg,ss, Cmax,ss, and Cmin,ss of Sublocade 100 and 300 mg and 
Subutex SL tablet are presented in Table 9, 
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Table 10, and Table 11, respectively. 

Table 9 Buprenorphine Cavg,ss comparison between 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 SC injections 
and “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet daily administration   

PK parameter
Subutex SL 

mg

Steady-state 
Subutex SL

mean RBP-6000 mg Inj. #
RBP-6000 SC

mean
RBP-6000/Subutex 

ratioa

1.251 100 1 0.615 0.5138*

4 1.897 1.624
1.707 100 1 0.687 0.40412#

4 1.893 1.114
8^ 0.8371 300 1 1.454 1.793

1.7822 300 1 1.891 1.043
12^

4 4.813 2.848
16^ 1.6663 300 1 1.763 1.124
20^ 2.7543 300 1 1.783 0.676

Cavg,ss

24^ 2.9071 300 1 2.191 0.726
1: N=3 2: N=4 3: N=2; 
*: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
#: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
^: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
a: Geometric mean ratio

Table 10 Buprenorphine Cmax,ss comparison between 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 SC injections 
and “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet daily administration

PK parameter
Subutex SL

mg

Steady-state 
Subutex SL

mean RBP-6000 mg Inj. #
RBP-6000 SC

mean
RBP-6000/Subutex 

ratioa

3.964 100 1 1.686 0.4478*
4 2.554 0.709

5.350 100 1 2.023 0.36612#
4 3.066 0.580

8^ 2.4171 300 1 3.021 1.332
4.772 300 1 6.062 1.286

4 9.631 2.00312^

6 7.144 1.526
4.2653 300 1 4.583 1.141

16^
4 11.073 2.770

20^ 10.863 300 1 4.453 0.429
8.2671 300 1 5.371 0.634

Cmax,ss

24^
4 8.223 0.991

1: N=3      2: N=4       3: N=2       4: N=1 
*: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
#: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
^: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
a: Geometric mean ratio

Table 11 Buprenorphine Cmin,ss comparison between 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 SC injections 
and “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet daily administration   

PK parameter
Subutex SL

mg
Steady-state 
Subutex SL RBP-6000 mg Inj. #

RBP-6000 SC
mean

RBP-6000/Subutex 
ratioa
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*Overall value from Cohort 6-after fourth injection the buprenorphine exposure will be solely from Sublocade injections, as the 
buprenorphine concentrations from Subutex stabilization phase would not influence the Sublocade bupivacaine exposure, due to 4 
months of time lapse since Sublocade first injection.

Furthermore, as a comparison, the estimated steady state buprenorphine Cmax, Cmin, and Cavg 
from the dosing regimens utilized in Phase 3, 300 mg for first 2 injections followed by four 
injections of either 300 or 100 mg “maintenance” injections, are presented in Table 13.  The Pk 
parameters of steady state exposure are observed PK data for both 300/300 mg and 300/100 mg 
regimens.  It is noted that in the multiple dose study, RB-US-12-0005, there were a full PK 
sampling with both 300mg and 100 mg after 4th injection.    

Table 13 Observed steady-state pharmacokinetic parameters of buprenorphine (mean (%CV)) for 
the 300/100 mg and the 300/300 mg dosing regimens of rbp-6000 in study RB-US-13-0001

Dosing Regimen N
Cmax,ss 

(ng/mL)
Cmin,ss 

(ng/mL)
Cavg,ss 

(ng/mL)

300/100 mg 102 4.88 (35.0) 2.48 (30.0) 3.21 (25.5)

300/300 mg 102 10.12 (40.4) 5.01 (31.9) 6.54 (31.7)
The Applicant’s Response, dated November 10, 2017, to Information Request

Linearity

The results of Study RB-US-11-0020 (SD) indicate that after a single-dose RBP-6000 SC injection 
ranging from 50 to 200 mg, pharmacokinetic parameters increased at a rate that was less than 
proportional to dose.  The dose proportionality analyses for buprenorphine are presented in Tables 
14 and 15. 

Table 14 Statistical analysis of dose linearity for buprenorphine from a single dose RBP-6000 50, 
100 and 200 mg in Study RB-US-11-0020 (note: Cohort 2: 100 mg)

PK Parameter Estimate (beta1) p-value 90% CI of Slope
Cmax (ng/mL) 0.626 <.001 (0.509, 0.744)
Cavg (ng/mL) 0.819 0.014 (0.700, 0.937)
AUCDay 1-29 (h*ng/mL) 0.819 0.014 (0.700, 0.937)

CI = confidence interval; h = hour(s); PK = pharmacokinetic
Source: Table 14.2.1.5, Listing 16.2.6.2.1, Listing 16.2.6.2.2, and Listing 16.2.6.2.3

Table 15 Dose proportionality assessment after 50, 100 and 200 mg RBP-6000 SC single dose 
injection

Dose x-fold ratio

50 mg 100 mg 200 mg 50 mg 1-fold 100 mg 2-fold 200 mg 4-fold

Cmax (ng/mL) 1.05 1.54 2.43 1.00 1.46 2.31
AUCDay1-29 (hr ng/mL) 248.48 425.13 764.92 1.00 1.71 3.08
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AUCinf (hr.ng/mL) 866.19 1557.40 3007.82 1.00 1.80 3.47

The results from Study RB-US-12-0005 (MD) indicated that, with the increase in dose from 50 
mg to 300 mg following RBP-6000 Injection 1, and 4, the Cmax and AUCtau for buprenorphine 
increased at a rate less than dose proportional (associated 90% CI of the slope was not entirely 
contained in the critical region).  The statistical analyses for dose proportionality for Cohorts 1-3 
for buprenorphine are presented in Table 16. 

Table 16 Statistical analysis of dose linearity for buprenorphine from a multiple dose Sublocade 
50 to 300 mg in Study RB-US-12-0005 

PK 
P

Injection Estimate 
b 1

p-value 90% CI of Slope Critical Region
Cmax 1 0.675 <0.001 (0.573, 0.776) (0.875, 1.125)

4 0.779 0.003 (0.659, 0.898) (0.875, 1.125)
AUCtau 1 0.826 0.003 (0.731, 0.922) (0.875, 1.125)

4 0.823 0.023 (0.697, 0.950) (0.875, 1.125)

Efficacy findings:

Study RB-US-13-0001 was a Phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multi-center 
study which assessed the efficacy, safety and tolerability of multiple Sublocade injections over 24 
weeks [Treatment 1: Sublocade 300 mg for 6 injections (once every 28 days); Treatment 2: 
Sublocade 300 mg for 2 injections (followed by 100 mg for 4 injections (once every 28 days)] in 
treatment-seeking subjects with a diagnosis of moderate or severe OUD.  Subjects were inducted 
onto Suboxone SL film for 3 days, followed by a Suboxone SL film run-in dose-adjustment period 
(4- to 11-day) to achieve buprenorphine doses ranging from 8 to 24 mg/day.  The reader is referred 
to Clinical Review by Drs. Emily Deng and Feng Li, OND and OTS/OB, respectively.

Study RB-US-13-0002 was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, two of Sublocade 300 mg 
injections (28-day apart; Day 1 and Day 29) study in non-treatment-seeking subjects with moderate 
to severe OUD to assess the blockade of hydromorphone’s subjective effects.  Patients were treated 
with up to 24 mg Suboxone in the lead-in phase.  The reader is referred to Control Substance Staff 
(CSS) Review by Drs. Alan Trachtenberg and Wei Liu, CSS and OB, respectively.

QT findings

No formal QTc study was conducted in this NDA to establish the effect on QT.  However, the 
exposure (concentration)-response relationship for QT was assessed (nonlinear mixed effects 
modelling (NONMEM)) by the Applicant using data from 5 clinical studies, including the Phase 
3 efficacy study (Study 13-0001).  For a complete review of QT analysis, the reader is referred to 
Dr. Gopichand Gottipati’s review.  The Applicant reported that the results from the modeling 
indicated that upper 90% CI is under 10 msec after multiple Sublocade injections, even at 2-fold 
higher than the proposed dose of 300 mg, and, that Sublocade impact on QT is “insignificant” at 
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clinically relevant buprenorphine concentrations, after considering for the covariates that may 
influence HR and QT in patients with OUD.

Pediatrics

The Applicant stated that buprenorphine has an orphan drug designation for the indication of 
opioid dependence.  In support of this, the Applicant submitted the 2002 Suboxone tablet Orphan 
Status Approval letter dated June 15, 1994, which states that buprenorphine qualified for orphan 
designation for the treatment of opiate addiction in opiate users under Section 526(a)(2)(B) of the 
FFDCA (application #93-752).  Thus, Sublocade is exempt from the PREA requirements.

Hepatic and renal impairment

No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were conducted in hepatically-impaired or 
renally-impaired patients.

With respect to hepatic impairment, the effect on buprenorphine PK has been previously evaluated 
with Suboxone sublingual tablets (2 mg/0.5 mg buprenorphine/naloxone) in subjects with varied 
degrees of hepatic impairment as indicated by Child-Pugh criteria (see Suboxone Film Prescribing 
Information 2017).  The labeling states that “While no clinically relevant changes were observed 
in subjects with mild hepatic impairment, buprenorphine plasma exposure was increased by 64% 
and 181% in subjects with moderate and severe hepatic impairment, respectively, compared to 
healthy subjects.”  Due to the lack of first-pass effect, the effect of hepatic impairment on 
pharmacokinetics of RBP-6000 is expected to be less than the effect on Suboxone sublingual film. 
However, due to lacking of dedicated hepatic impairment study with Sublocade, the magnitude of 
PK changes in subjects with moderate or severe impairment is unknown.   

With respect to renal impairment, the information provided with Suboxone sublingual film was 
referenced (no differences in buprenorphine pharmacokinetics were observed between 9 dialysis-
dependent and 6 normal patients following IV administration of 0.3 mg buprenorphine), indicating 
that buprenorphine undergoes hepatic extraction and metabolism and that buprenorphine systemic 
clearance is not significantly related to renal function.  

Geriatric

No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were conducted in elderly patients.  It is 
generally accepted that reported clinical experience with buprenorphine has not identified 
differences in responses between elderly and younger patients.  Due to possible decreased hepatic, 
renal, or cardiac function and of concomitant disease or other drug therapy in geriatric patients, 
the decision to should be made cautiously in individuals 65 years of age or older and these patients 
should be monitored for signs and symptoms of toxicity or overdose (Noted from Subutex Label).
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Drug interactions

No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were conducted to evaluate drug interactions.  
Buprenorphine is mainly metabolized via CYP3A4; co-administration of other drugs which are 
inhibitors or inducers of CYP3A4 activity can affect the pharmacokinetics of RBP-6000.  Due to 
the lack of first-pass effects for RBP-6000, the magnitude of drug interaction with a 3A4 inhibitor 
or inducer is expected to be less for RBP-6000 in comparison to SL buprenorphine products (See 
Section 3.3 for discussion).  With SL administration, a portion of the dose is typically swallowed.

The effects of co-administered inducers or inhibitors have been established in studies using 
transmucosal buprenorphine and the effects may be dependent on the route of administration.  
However, due to lacking of dedicated drug interaction studies with Sublocade and 3A4 inhibitors 
or inducers, the magnitude of PK changes in subjects with 3A4 inhibitor or inducer is unknown.   
Since it may not be possible to consider dose adjustment in patients who are on CYP3A4 
inhibitors/inducers, the following steps may be necessary and considered for Sublocade.

Patients who transfer to Sublocade treatment from a regimen of transmucosal buprenorphine used 
concomitantly with CYP3A4 inhibitors should be monitored to ensure that the plasma 
buprenorphine level provided by Sublocade is adequate.  If patients already on Sublocade require 
newly-initiated treatment with CYP3A4 inhibitors, the patients should be monitored for signs and 
symptoms of over- medication.  Within 2 weeks of Sublocade administration (due to possibility of 
remove Sublocade surgically), if the concomitant medication cannot be reduced or discontinued, 
it may be necessary to remove the Sublocade and treat the patient with a formulation of 
buprenorphine that permits dose adjustments.   Conversely, if a patient has been stabilized on 
Sublocade in the setting of concomitant medication that is a CYP3A4 inhibitor, and the 
concomitant medication is discontinued, the patient should be monitored for withdrawal. If the 
dose of Sublocade is not adequate in the absence of the concomitant medication, that patient should 
be transitioned back to a formulation of buprenorphine that permits dose adjustments.

CYP3A4 inducers may induce the metabolism of buprenorphine and, therefore, may cause 
increased clearance of the drug which could lead to a decrease in buprenorphine plasma 
concentrations, lack of efficacy or, possibly, development of an abstinence syndrome. It is not 
known whether the effects of CYP3A4 inducers are dependent on the route of administration of 
buprenorphine. Patients who transfer to Sublocade treatment from a regimen of transmucosal 
buprenorphine used concomitantly with CYP3A4 inducers should be monitored to ensure that the 
plasma buprenorphine level provided by Sublocade is adequate. If patients already on Sublocade 
require newly-initiated treatment with CYP3A4 inducers, the patients should be monitored for 
withdrawal. If the dose of Sublocade is not adequate in the absence of the concomitant medication, 
and the concomitant medication cannot be reduced or discontinued, that patient should be 
transitioned back to a formulation of buprenorphine that permits dose adjustments. Conversely, if 
a patient has been stabilized on Sublocade in the setting of concomitant medication that is a 
CYP3A4 inducer, and the concomitant medication is discontinued, the patient should be monitored 
for signs and symptoms of over-medication. Within 2 weeks of Sublocade administration (due to 
possibility of remove Sublocade surgically), if the dose provided by Sublocade is excessive in the 
absence of the concomitant inducer, it may be necessary to remove the Sublocade and treat the 
patient with a formulation of buprenorphine that permits dose adjustments.
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It is noted that the Applicant modeled PK following SL Subutex administration and SC injection 
of RBP-6000 to estimate SL and SC bioavailability parameters, modeled the effect of ketoconazole 
with separation of first-pass and systemic clearance, and estimated the effect of ketoconazole on 
PK following RBP-6000 administration.  The dataset used to build the model was with Subutex 
and ketoconazole 400 mg/day.  With the model constructed, the Applicant conducted PK 
simulations to predict the effect of 400 mg ketoconazole per day on buprenorphine exposure 
following the 4th injection of RBP-6000 100 mg once daily and 300 mg once daily.  Four thousand 
individual AUC values were simulated using the final population parameter values estimated.  The 
Applicant concluded that ketoconazole produces about half the increase in buprenorphine exposure 
following RBP-6000 administration compared to SL Subutex (e.g. AUC ratio is 2.32 to 2.54 for 
SL Subutex versus 1.58 to 1.60 for RBP-6000.  It is noted that, however, overall, the certainty in 
the 58%-60% buprenorphine AUC increase due to ketoconazole is not clear, due to uncertainty in 
the overall modeling assumptions.    

Buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine concentration ratio observed in Sublocade

As a SC depot administration, Sublocade avoids the first-pass effect compared to buprenorphine 
formulations for oral transmucosal administration.  The fraction absorbed sublingually of a 
sublingual buprenorphine product (e.g., Suboxone) also avoids the first-pass effect, whereas the 
swallowed fraction still undergoes first-pass effect and is metabolized to norbuprenorphine, which 
will result in a higher exposure ratio of norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine. 

Buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine concentrations were measured for both RBP-6000 SC and 
sublingual Subutex administrations in Study RB-US-11-0005, a multiple dose study.  The 
norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine ratio was much higher for Subutex sublingual lead-in phase 
compared to RBP-6000 SC 300 mg after the fourth injection.  The AUCtau ratio of 
norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine approximately ranges from 0.23 to 0.39 for RBP-6000 after 
the fourth injection compared to 1.32 to 3.21 for Subutex sublingual at steady state (RB-US-12-
0005).  This observation confirms that RBP-6000 undergoes lesser metabolism compared to 
buprenorphine sublingual product due to lack of first-pass effect.  

2.1 Pharmacology and Clinical Pharmacokinetics

2.1.1. What is the proposed indication for Sublocade?

Sublocade contains buprenorphine and is indicated for the treatment of moderate to severe OUD 
in patients who have undergone stabilization to suppress opioid withdrawal signs and symptoms 
with a transmucosal buprenorphine containing product.  Sublocade should be used as part of a 
complete treatment plan to include counselling and psychosocial support.  Buprenorphine is a 
partial agonist at the μ-opioid receptor and an antagonist at the kappa-opioid receptor in the central 
nervous system.  Activation of mu-opioid receptors produce physiological effects of opioids such 
as pain relief, but also produce the reinforcing and physical dependence of opioids.  Buprenorphine 
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as a partial agonist, it produces a sub-maximal effect compared to that of a full opioid agonist; this 
may produce lesser degrees of respiratory depression in terms of safety, and, reinforcing and 
physical dependence of opioid, which, in turn, may provide an effective treatment of OUD.  

2.2 Dosing and Therapeutic Individualization

2.2.1 General dosing for Sublocade

The recommended Sublocade dose, following an stabilization on a transmucosal buprenorphine-
containing product, is 300 mg monthly (every 28 days) in the abdominal region ((between the 
transpyloric and transtubercular planes with adequate subcutaneous tissue that is free of skin 
conditions (e.g. nodules, lesions, excessive pigment)), and, separated by a minimum of 26 days 
between doses; the dose may be decreased to 100 mg based upon tolerability.  The clinical efficacy 
of starting treatment with Sublocade 100 mg has not been studied.

A patient who misses a dose of Sublocade should receive the next dose as soon as possible, with 
the following dose given no less than 26 days later.  Unavoidable occasional delays in dosing up 
to 2 weeks are not expected to have a clinically significant impact on treatment effect.

Sublocade is for patients who have undergone stabilization on a transmucosal buprenorphine-
containing product, e.g., SL tablet, delivering the equivalent of 8 to 24 mg of buprenorphine.  The 
patient may only be transitioned to Sublocade after signs and symptoms of opioid withdrawal have 
been suppressed for a minimum of 24 hours.  Dosing and stabilization of transmucosal 
buprenorphine-containing products should be based on instructions in their appropriate product 
label.  

2.2.2 Therapeutic individualization

2.2.2.1 Pediatric development iPSP

The Applicant stated that buprenorphine has an orphan drug designation for the indication of 
opioid dependence.  In support of this, the Applicant submitted the 2002 Suboxone tablet Orphan 
Status Approval letter dated June 15, 1994, which states that buprenorphine qualified for orphan 
designation for the treatment of opiate addiction in opiate users under Section 526(a)(2)(B) of the 
FFDCA (application #93-752).  Thus, Sublocade is exempt from the PREA requirements.

2.3 Outstanding Issues

There are no outstanding issues at this time.

2.4 Summary of Labeling Recommendations
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norbuprenorphine resulting from therapeutic doses 
are not expected to raise significant drug-drug 
interaction concerns.

major metabolite, norbuprenorphine has been 
found to be a moderate CYP2D6 inhibitor in 
in vitro studies employing human liver 
microsomes. However, the  
plasma concentrations of buprenorphine and 
norbuprenorphine resulting from therapeutic 
doses are not expected to  

. 
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Physical characteristics of buprenorphine:

Buprenorphine (Figure 3) is a non-hydrogroscopic white to pale cream powder.  Buprenorphine 
has an intrinsic (aqueous) solubility of 6.95 µg/mL, is very slightly soluble in water (0.1-1 mg/mL), 
freely soluble in acetone (100-1000 mg/mL), soluble in methanol (33.3-100 mg/mL), slightly 
soluble in cyclohexane (1-10 mg/mL) and very soluble in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) (>1000 
mg/mL).  Chemical formula is C29H41NO4.  Molecular mass is 467.6.  Melting point is  218°C 
(onset by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)).  Buprenorphine pKa’s are 9.8 (acid) and 8.6 
(base), and, partition coefficient is 5.38 (LogP).  Buprenorphine has a  

.  

Figure 3 Buprenorphine structural formula
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is approved, it would be the first once-monthly injectable solution buprenorphine product indicated 
for the treatment of OUD.  

3.1.3 What is the proposed route of Sublocade administration?

Sublocade is proposed to be administered via subcutaneous injection in the abdominal region, and, 
must not be administered intravenously or intramuscularly.  The usual adult dosage is one 
injection, 300 mg buprenorphine, every 28 days in patients who were stable on a transmucosal 
buprenorphine-containing product.  The dose may be decreased to 100 mg based upon tolerability; 
however, the clinical efficacy of initiating treatment with Sublocade 100 mg has not been studied.  
Sublocade should only be prepared and administered by a healthcare provider.  A patient who 
misses a dose should receive the next dose as soon as possible, with the following dose given no 
less than 26 days later.  Unavoidable occasional delays in dosing up to 2 weeks are not expected 
to have a clinically significant impact on treatment effect.

Sublocade should be injected in the abdomen region between the transpyloric and transtubercular 
planes with adequate subcutaneous tissue that is free of skin conditions (e.g. nodules, lesions, 
excessive pigment).  The subject should be in the supine position and do not inject into an area 
where the skin is irritated, reddened, bruised, infected or scarred in any way.  The injection sites 
should be rotated to avoid skin irritation (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Sublocade injection sites

3.1.4 Sublocade formulation

The list of all Sublocade ingredients, function and reference to quality standards in the drug product 
are provided in Table 18.

Table 18 List of ingredients for RBP-6000
Component Function Reference to

quality standard
Buprenorphine API Ph. Eur.
50:50 Poly(DL-lactide-co- glycolide) (PLGH) In-House
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Figure 6 Mean Plasma Concentrations of Buprenorphine after a single dose of RBP-6000 300 mg 

PLGH A: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 9 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), subcutaneous (SC) injection
PLGH B: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 17 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), SC injection
PLGH C: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 14 kDa PLGH polymer (reference treatment), SC injection
Source: rbus130006-body.pdf; Figure 11-1; End-of-Text Figure 14.2.1.3.

Table 20 Single-dose RBP-6000 300 mg pharmacokinetic parameters 
Parameter RBP-6000 PLGH A

(9 kDa)
RBP-6000 PLGH B

(17 kDa)
RBP-6000 PLGH C

(14 kDa)
 Cmax (ng/mL) n 16 15 16

Mean 7.40 5.07 5.93
SD 2.550 1.734 1.603

 AUC0-28days (h*ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 1550 1040 1230
SD 512.7 310.0 422.9

 AUClast  (h*ng/mL) n 16 15 16
Mean 2140 1730 1830
SD 1140 864.9 941.5

 Tmax (h) n 16 15 16
Minimum 4.00 12.0 4.00
Median 16.0 20.0 20.0
Maximum 24.0 28.0 24.0

Hour 312 (Day 14) (ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 2.21 1.23 1.64
SD 0.73 0.45 0.75

Hour 504 (Day 22) (ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 1.97 1.21 1.61
SD 0.66 0.48 0.56

Hour 672 (Day 29) (ng/mL) n 13 13 13
Mean 1.83 1.30 1.43
SD 0.68 0.62 0.47

RBP-6000 PLGH A: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 9 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), subcutaneous (SC) injection
RBP-6000 PLGH B: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 17 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), SC injection
RBP-6000 PLGH C  RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 14 kDa PLGH polymer (reference treatment), SC injection
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Hour 312, 504, 672: Table 14.2.2 Summary of plasma concentration of buprenorphine (RBP-6000 phase) Pharmacokinetic set
Source: rbus130006-body.pdf; End-of-Text Table 14.2.6.

The statistical analysis of plasma PK parameters of buprenorphine is presented in Table 21.

Table 21 Statistical Analysis of Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Buprenorphine (RBP-6000 
Phase) (Pharmacokinetic Set)

Parameter
(Unit)

Treatmenta N Geometric 
LS Means

Treatment 
Comparisons

Ratio of 
Geometric LS 

Means (%)

90% CI of Ratio (%)

A 13 1490 A/C 127.097 (103.798, 155.626)

B 13 993 B/C 84.587 (69.080, 103.574)

AUC0-28days

(ng•h/mL)

C 13 1170 . . .

A 16 6.98 A/C 122.133 (100.561, 148.333)

B 15 4.81 B/C 84.190 (69.097, 102.579)

Cmax

(ng/mL)

C 16 5.72 . . .

A 16 1680 A/C 114.775 (70.271, 187.465)

B 15 1410 B/C 96.517 (58.616, 158.927)

AUC0-last

(ng•h/mL)

C 16 1470 . . .
Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares; NC, not calculated.
Note: An analysis of variance was performed with the natural log-transformed pharmacokinetic parameters as the dependent variable, treatment as 
fixed effects.
a RBP-6000 PLGH A: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 9 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), subcutaneous (SC) injection 
RBP-6000 PLGH B: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 17 kDa PLGH polymer (test treatment), SC injection
RBP-6000 PLGH C: RBP-6000 300 mg buprenorphine formulated with 14 kDa PLGH polymer (reference treatment), SC injection
Source: End-of-Text Table 14.2.9.

RBP-6000 PLGH A Cmax was 22.1% higher compared with RBP-6000 PLGH C.  RBP-6000 
PLGH A AUC0-28days and AUC0-last were 27.1% and 14.8% higher, respectively, compared 
with RBP-6000 PLGH C.  RBP-6000 PLGH B Cmax was 15.8% lower compared with RBP-6000 
PLGH C.  RBP-6000 PLGH B AUC0-28days and AUC0-last were 15.4% and 3.48% lower, 
respectively, compared with RBP-6000 PLGH C.  The 90% CIs of the ratios fell outside 80 to 
125% for both test treatments (RBP-6000 PLGH A vs. RBP-6000 PLGH C and RBP-6000 PLGH 
B vs. RBP-6000 PLGH C) indicating that 9 and 17 kDa formulations are not bioequivalent to 14 
kDa formulation. 

Discussion on buprenorphine exposures from 9 kDa and 17 kDa MW formulation 
In Phase 3 trials, the MW PLGH formulation ranges used were  kDa (RB-US-13-0001 
efficacy:  kDa; RB-US-13-0001 safety:  kDa).  In the Application, the Applicant 
stated that there are no safety concerns due to higher buprenorphine exposure with low PLGH MW 
formulation.  For high PLGH MW formulation, however, the Applicant did not specify any 
efficacy concerns due to lower buprenorphine exposure.  During the Application review, the 
Applicant was requested to discuss any rationale(s) that they may have on why the lower 
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buprenorphine exposure with high PLGH MW formulation is not of concern related to efficacy, 
as well as higher buprenorphine exposure with low PLGH MW formulation is not of concern 
related to safety.  In response to the request, the Applicant provided responses using the 
‘intermediate’ PLGH MW formulation.  It is fair to state that the  

 is a representative formulation utilized in Phase 3 trial.  

In the Applicant’s response, they acknowledged that average plasma concentrations of 
buprenorphine following administration of the high PLGH MW formulation are lower than for the 
intermediate PLGH MW formulation over the first 28 days.  Comparing the individual 
buprenorphine exposure profiles in Study RB-US-11-0006, there is an overlap in buprenorphine 
plasma concentrations (Figure 7).  Although as a cross study comparison, the similar findings are 
presented from the observed individual buprenorphine profiles (following the Sublocade Injection 
1) from the Phase 3 efficacy study (RB-US-13-0001), which demonstrated efficacy in OUD 
subjects.  In all, the Applicant presented that concentrations obtained following administration of 
the high PLGH MW formulation will not result in lack of efficacy compared to the intermediate 
PLGH MW formulation.  

Figure 7 Individual plasma concentration-time profiles of buprenorphine following Sublocade 
formulated with high or intermediate molecular weight of PLGH in Study RB-US-13-0006, 
Compared to Data in the Phase 3 Efficacy Study 13-0001 (First Injection)

Source: SDTM datasets from Studies 13-0006 and 13-0001; Source: Response to clinical request; submission dated 9/18/17

Similarly, the Applicant acknowledged that average plasma concentrations of buprenorphine 
following administration of the low PLGH MW formulation are higher than for the intermediate 
PLGH MW formulation over the first 28 days (Figure 7 above).  Comparing the individual 
buprenorphine exposure profiles in Study RB-US-11-0006, most of the buprenorphine plasma 
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Drug Interactions Studies: 
CYP3A4 Inhibitors and Inducers 
Subjects receiving buprenorphine sublingual tablet should be monitored if inhibitors of CYP3A4 
such as azole antifungal agents (e.g., ketoconazole), macrolide antibiotics (e.g., erythromycin) or 
HIV protease inhibitors and may require dose-reduction of one or both agents.  The interaction of 
buprenorphine with all CYP3A4 inducers has not been studied, therefore it is recommended that 
patients receiving buprenorphine sublingual tablet be monitored for signs and symptoms of opioid 
withdrawal if inducers of CYP3A4 (e.g., phenobarbital, carbamazepine, phenytoin, rifampicin) are 
co-administered. 
Buprenorphine has been found to be a CYP2D6 and CYP3A4 inhibitor and its major 
metabolite, norbuprenorphine has been found to be a moderate CYP2D6 inhibitor in in vitro 
studies employing human liver microsomes. However, the relatively low plasma 
concentrations of buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine resulting from therapeutic doses are 
not expected to raise significant drug-drug interaction concerns. 

Specific Populations 
Hepatic Impairment 
In a pharmacokinetic study, the disposition of buprenorphine was determined after administering 
a 2.0/0.5 mg buprenorphine with naloxone sublingual tablet in subjects with varied degrees of 
hepatic impairment as indicated by Child-Pugh criteria. The disposition of buprenorphine in 
patients with hepatic impairment was compared to disposition in subjects with normal hepatic 
function. 
In subjects with mild hepatic impairment, the changes in mean Cmax, AUC0-last, and half-
life values of buprenorphine were not clinically significant. No dose adjustment is needed in 
patients with mild hepatic impairment. 
For subjects with moderate and severe hepatic impairment, mean Cmax, AUC0-last, and half-life 
values of buprenorphine were increased (Table 5).
Table 5 Changes in Buprenorphine Pharmacokinetic Parameters in Subjects with Moderate and 
Severe Hepatic Impairment 
Hepatic Impairment PK Parameters Increase in buprenorphine compared to 

healthy subjects 
Cmax 8% 
AUC0-last 64% 

Moderate 

Half-life 35% 
Cmax 72% 
AUC0-last 181% 

Severe 

Half-life 57% 

(Note: in addition to Subutex Label information, the following information is from Suboxone 
Label: The difference in magnitude of the effects on naloxone and buprenorphine are greater in 
subjects with severe hepatic impairment than subjects with moderate hepatic impairment, and 
therefore the clinical impact of these effects is likely to be greater in patients with severe hepatic 
impairment than in patients with moderate hepatic impairment. Buprenorphine/naloxone products 
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should be avoided in patients with severe hepatic impairment and may not be appropriate for 
patients with moderate hepatic impairment.

HCV infection 
In subjects with HCV infection but no sign of hepatic impairment, the changes in the mean Cmax, 
AUC0-last, and half-life values of buprenorphine were not clinically significant in comparison to 
healthy subjects without HCV infection. No dose adjustment is needed in patients with HCV 
infection.

3.3 Clinical Pharmacology Review Questions

3.3.1 To what extent does the available clinical and clinical pharmacology information provide pivotal 
or supportive evidence of effectiveness?

See Table 1 above (Section 2) for the clinical studies conducted with Sublocade.  Studies, RB-US-
11-0020 (SAD), RB-US-12-0005 (MD), RB-US-13-0006 (SD MW), RB-US-13-0002 (Phase 2 
SD opioid blockade; administered 2 injections), RB-US-13-0001 (Phase 3 MD up to 6 Sublocade 
injections were administered) and RB-US-13-0003 (P3 safety extension) were assessed for 
buprenorphine release profile from Sublocade injection.  Out of the 6 studies, Studies RB-US-12-
0005 and RB-US-13-0001/0003 were multiple dose studies with buprenorphine SL lead-in phase.  
Studies RB-US-13-0002 and RB-US-13-0001 were pivotal to support efficacy.  The following 
section, 3.3.2 provides details to Studies RB-US-13-0002 and RB-US-13-0001.  In Study RB-US-
13-0002 the findings indicated that two injections of 300 mg Sublocade demonstrated blockade of 
drug-liking of 6 mg hydromorphone and 18 mg hydromorphone.  Study RB-US-13-0001 results 
indicated that both treatments, Sublocade 300 mg for 6 injections and Sublocade 300 mg for 2 
injections followed by 100 mg for 4 injections, were efficacious in treating patients with OUD.

Reviewer analyses of blockade data from study 13-0002: The review team expressed concerns 
regarding the conduct of Study 13-0002 (please refer to the AC presentation by the CSS reviewer 
and Statistics reviewer for additional information). One relevant concern was that the mean drug-
liking score over a 300-minute testing session was used in statistical analyses. The review team 
decided that the maximum drug liking score within the 300-minute testing session was the more 
appropriate measure. As such, the FDA Statistics reviewer re-analyzed the Applicant’s data using 
the maximum (Emax) drug-liking scores. Similarly, OCP conducted pharmacokinetic-
pharmacodynamic (PKPD) analyses to assess the relationship between the Emax drug liking score 
and buprenorphine exposure following RBP-6000 administration. These PKPD analyses were 
performed to provide additional context to the statistical issues identified during the review of the 
blockade study.

PK and PD data were available from n=38 subjects in the blockade study 13-0002 study. The 
blockade study assessed the effect of buprenorphine on the measure of how much a subject “likes” 
hydromorphone. Each week there was a hydromorphone testing session where a single 
intramuscular injection of hydromorphone (0, 6, or 18 mg) was administered once per day for 3 
consecutive days in a blinded randomized manner. One hydromorphone session was conducted in 
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stabilization to suppress opioid withdrawal signs and symptoms with a transmucosal 
buprenorphine-containing product.  In the blockade study 13-0002, two injections of 300 mg 
Sublocade demonstrated blockade of drug-liking for 6 mg hydromorphone as well as 18 mg 
hydromorphone.  Additionally, in Trial 13-0001 where Sublocade 300 mg for 6 injections and 
Sublocade 300 mg for 2 injections followed by 100 mg for 4 injections, efficacywas demonstrated 
in treating patients with OUD.  Therefore, it appears to be that the proposed dosing regimen 
appears to be appropriate for the patients with OUD who have undergone stabilization to suppress 
opioid withdrawal signs and symptoms with a transmucosal buprenorphine-containing product.  
See Section 3.3.3 for further information and discussion regarding the opioid blockade and efficacy 
studies.

3.3.2.1  How long does the drug remain in plasma after the final dose? 

The time duration for which the drug remains in the plasma after the final dose of RBP-6000 is 
necessary to inform a label statement in section 2.4 regarding discontinuation of RBP-6000. The 
review team was interested to know how long after discontinuing RBP-6000 can patients be 
expected to test positive on a buprenorphine drug test. As such, OCPinvestigated the PK profile 
after the last injection of RBP-6000 at steady-state. 

The reviewer conducted PK simulations to generate a PK profile following the final dose of RBP-
6000 at steady-state for each proposed maintenance dose level (100 mg once monthly and 300 mg 
once monthly). The reviewer utilized the Applicant’s population PK model to generate the PK 
simulations (please refer to section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 in the appendix for details regarding the 
population PK model which OCP finds acceptable). The same initial dosing procedure as was used 
in the pivotal clinical trial 13-0001 and is proposed for labeling was utilized for PK simulations: 2 
weeks of sublingual Subutex to stabilization at 10 mg once daily, two SC injections of 300 mg 
RBP-6000 separated by 1 month, followed by maintenance dosing of either 100 mg once monthly 
or 300 mg once monthly. After administering enough doses to represent long-term RBP-6000 use 
at steady-state (2 years of treatment), dosing was ceased and the PK profile was simulated for up 
to 1 year after the final dose (Figure 14) for both dose regimens. 
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Figure 14 Simulated PK Profile Following a Final Injection at Steady-State from a 300 mg Once 
Monthly Regimen and a 100 mg Once Monthly RBP-6000 Regimen
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Time zero represents the final SC injection of RBP-6000 at steady-state from a 300 mg once monthly 
regimen (upper red series) and 100 mg once monthly regimen (lower red series). The blue dashed line 
represents the analytical assay LLOQ of 0.05 ng/mL.

Overall, for both maintenance dose levels of 100 and 300 mg once monthly, buprenorphine plasma 
concentration remains above the LLOQ of 0.05 ng/mL for the Applicant’s assay for up to 12 
months. In section 2.4 of the label a statement was inserted to indicate that the subjects 
discontinuing RBP-6000 may have detectable plasma levels of buprenorphine for up to 12 months. 
Please refer to section 4.2.4 in the appendix for additional details regarding PK simulations for 
assessing the PK profile after the final injection. 

3.3.2.2  What is the effect of increasing dosing interval on PK?

Based on the relatively flat PK profile observed after administration of RBP-6000 and due to 
concerns about safety at the 300 mg dose, OCP assessed the possibility of a longer dosing interval 
on RBP-6000 exposure. 
The reviewer conducted PK simulations to generate a PK profile following the final dose of RBP-
6000 at steady-state for each proposed maintenance dose level (100 mg once monthly and 300 mg 
once monthly). The Applicant’s population PK model was utilized to generate the PK simulations 
(please refer to section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 in the appendix for details regarding the population PK 
model which OCP finds acceptable). The same initial dosing procedure as was used in the pivotal 
clinical trial 13-0001 and is proposed for labeling was utilized for PK simulations; 2 weeks of 
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3.3.3 What are the characteristics of the dose-systemic exposure relationships for efficacy?

The review of efficacy of RB-6000 focused on the findings from two trials: an inpatient opioid 
blockade study (RB-US-13-0002) followed by a randomized, double-blind, placebo-control 
efficacy study (RB-US-13-0001).  In opioid blockade study the relationship of buprenorphine 
concentrations with mu-opioid receptor occupancy, opioid withdrawal symptoms, and opioid 
agonist effects were assessed.  In efficacy study, two dosing regimens were assessed against 
placebo treatments.

Exposure-Response Analyses of Mu-opioid Receptor Occupancy 

The Applicant conducted analyses to assess the relationship of buprenorphine concentrations with 
mu-opioid receptor occupancy, opioid withdrawal symptoms, and opioid agonist effects. Data 
were pooled from two published studies in which heroin-dependent patients received sublingual 
(SL) buprenorphine. 

Study 1 (Greenwald 20031): Five heroin-dependent subjects received SL buprenorphine escalation 
from 4-16 mg/day through Days 1-7 then 32 mg/day for 12 days.  On Day 8 a 24 mg IM 
hydromorphone challenge dose was administered and subjective withdrawal symptoms were 
assessed.  Buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine PK samples were assessed on Day 9. Opioid 
withdrawal symptoms were assessed on Days 10 and 11 before and 1, 2, 3, 6, and 12 hours after 
SL buprenorphine administration.  On Day 12 a PET scan with [11C]-carfentanil was administered 
4 hours after SL buprenorphine to assess mu-opioid receptor occupancy in the brain.  Subjects 
were down-titrated from 16 mg/day for 12 days, 2 mg/day for 14 days, 0 mg/day for 12 days with 
PET scans, hydromorphone challenge, and withdrawal symptoms assessed at each dose level.

Study 2 (Greenwald 20072): Ten heroin-dependent subjects received buprenorphine SL tablets 16 
mg/day for ≥ 2 weeks.  Buprenorphine plasma PK samples, opioid withdrawal symptoms, and 4 
hydromorphone challenges (24 mg IM) or 4 PET brain scans with [11C]-carfentanil were conducted 
at 4, 28, 52, and 76 hours after the final buprenorphine dose.  
Both studies utilized an opioid symptom questionnaire with 16 agonist effect questions and 16 
withdrawal scale questions. Each question can have a score of 0 (“not at all”) to 4 (“extremely”).  
Thus, each set of 16 questions can yield a range of 0 to 64. Buprenorphine attenuation (blockade) 
of hydromorphone agonist effects was measured by VAS including “Any drug effect”, “High”, 
“Good Drug Effect”, “Bad Drug Effect”, “Stimulated”, “Sedated”, “Liking” or “Anxious.”  From 
both trials, whole-brain imaging results were used to calculate mu-opioid receptor availability.  

1 Greenwald MK, Johanson CE, Moody DE, Woods JH, Kilbourn MR, Koeppe RA, Schuster CR, Zubieta JK. 
Effects of Buprenorphine Maintenance Dose on [mu]-Opioid Receptor Availability, Plasma Concentrations, and 
Antagonist Blockade in Heroin-Dependent Volunteers. Neuropsychopharmacology. 2003 Nov 1;28(11):2000.
2 Greenwald M, Johanson CE, Bueller J, Chang Y, Moody DE, Kilbourn M, Koeppe R, Zubieta JK. Buprenorphine 
duration of action: mu-opioid receptor availability and pharmacokinetic and behavioral indices. Biological 
psychiatry. 2007 Jan 1;61(1):101-10
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The percentage of mu-opioid receptor occupancy was calculated as 100 minus mu-opioid receptor 
availability.

The Applicant pooled the data from Studies 1 and 2 (total of 59 PK/mu-opioid receptor occupancy 
measurements) and utilized an Emax model to fit the data.  This approach requires an assumption 
of a direct exposure-occupancy relationship with negligible equilibration delay and negligible 
contribution of norbuprenorphine. 

The muORO term is mu-opioid receptor occupancy, Cp is the buprenorphine plasma concentration, 
and EC50 is the buprenorphine plasma concentration achieving 50% of the maximal mu-opioid 
receptor occupancy (Emax).  The Applicant provided the following graphical comparison (Figure 
16) of observations with simulated predictions. 
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Figure 16 Visual predictive check for the PK/PD model relating whole-brain mu-opioid receptor 
occupancy to buprenorphine plasma concentration

(source: summary-clin-pharm.pdf, page 67 of 148)

The final model estimates were an Emax of 91.4% mu-opioid receptor occupancy (residual 
squared error [RSE] 4.3%) and EC50 of 0.67 ng/mL (28% RSE).  The model-predicted variability 
(shaded yellow area) appears to be overestimated at higher concentrations (e.g. > 3 ng/mL). 

As a cross-study comparison, the Applicant superimposed the PK and mu-opioid receptor 
occupancy data from two subjects who underwent a PET scan sub-study in their Phase 2 multiple 
ascending dose Study RB-US-12-0005.  For the subject receiving 200 mg in the MAD study, brain 
mu-opioid receptor occupancy was 79% on the 7th day and 75% on the 28th day post-dose.  For 
the subject receiving 300 mg, brain mu-opioid receptor occupancy was 92% on the 7th day and 
81% on the 28th day post-dose.  These data collected from Study RB-US-12-0005 are consistent 
with the model predictions based on literature data from the two Greenwald studies.

Exposure-Response Analyses of Attenuation (i.e., Blockade) of Hydromorphone Agonist 
Effects

The Applicant assessed the relationship of mu-opioid receptor availability with withdrawal 
symptom scores (red points in figure below) and hydromorphone-induced changes in agonist 
symptoms (blue points in figure below) using data from Greenwald Study 1 and Greenwald Study 
2.  The Applicant utilized a linear model to assess the relationship between mu-opioid receptor 
availability and these two measures (red line and blue line in Figure 17 below).  The Applicant 
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plotted the buprenorphine plasma concentration profile associated with various levels of mu-opioid 
receptor availability (green dots in plot below) and used a nonlinear model to describe the 
relationship between plasma concentration and mu-opioid receptor availability (green line in figure 
below).  The Applicant states that mu-opioid receptor occupancy of ≥ 70% corresponds to mu-
opioid receptor availability of ≤ 30% (tan shaded oval in figure below, Figure 17). 

Figure 17 Observed and model predicted changes in agonist effect following administration of 24 
mg hydromorphone, observed and model predicted mean withdrawal symptoms, and observed and 
model predicted buprenorphine plasma concentration in relation to mu-opioid receptor availability

(source: summary-clin-pharm.pdf, page 68 of 148)

Exposure-Response Analyses of “Drug-Liking” Scores

In Study RB-US-13-0002, the Applicant applied the “Drug Liking” Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) 
survey to assess the ability of 2 SC injections of 300 mg RBP-6000 every 28 days to block the 
subjective effects of hydromorphone (6 mg or 18 mg IM hydromorphone).  The Applicant utilized 
the PK / mu-opioid receptor occupancy model to predict brain mu-opioid receptor occupancy as a 
function of plasma buprenorphine concentration (red points, red line in Figure 18). The plot also 
includes the observed VAS scores with the associated observed plasma buprenorphine 
concentration (black dots in figure below). The model predicted relationship between VAS score 
and buprenorphine exposure obtained using a maximal inhibitor (Imax) model is displayed as the 
black curve in figure below (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18 Observed differences in drug liking from placebo and mean predicted mu-opioid 
receptor occupancy as a function of buprenorphine plasma concentration after the 18 mg 
hydromorphone challenge

 (source: summary-clin-pharm.pdf, page 70 of 148)

Applicant concludes that mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations ≥ 2 ng/mL were associated 
with mean drug-liking VAS score below 11 (Applicant’s non-inferiority boundary; lower black 
dashed line in figure above).  Applicant states that brain mu-opioid receptor occupancy levels were 
≥ 70% for buprenorphine concentration ≥ 3 ng/mL and ≥ 60% for buprenorphine concentrations ≥ 
2 ng/mL.

[Reviewer comment: The Applicant’s analyses based on mean drug-liking scores were not 
acceptable to the Division. The maximum drug-liking response within a 300-minute testing session 
is the appropriate metric. Please refer to section 4.3.3 for details.]

Graphical Analyses of Relationship Between Clinical Endpoints and Buprenorphine 
Exposure

The Applicant assembled plots to display the relationship between negative opioid use (based on 
patient self-reporting of opioid use) and buprenorphine plasma concentration in Study 13-0001. 
The observed data regarding proportion of patients with negative opioid use appears to plateau 
near 60% (see, Error! Reference source not found.19).
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Figure 19 Relationship between the proportion of subjects with negative opioid use and 
buprenorphine plasma concentration (Study RB-US-13-0001) 

(source: summary-clin-pharm.pdf, page 76 of 148)

Exposure-response analyses for negative opioid use were conducted using an Emax model.  The 
results indicate that subjects who used illicit opioids via the injectable route had a 3.6 times greater 
EC50 (4.3 ng/mL) than the EC50 for subjects who used illicit opioids via other routes (1.2 ng/mL).  
This suggests that patients who use illicit opioids via the injectable route require greater 
buprenorphine exposure to avoid illicit opioid use than patients who use illicit opioids by other 
routes.

Pharmacokinetic simulations were conducted to facilitate comparison of the exposures associated 
with the proposed doses in the context of the 2 ng/mL exposure level (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20 Predicted decrease in buprenorphine plasma concentrations for the 300 mg/300 mg and 
300 mg/100 mg dosing regimens of rbp-6000 after the last sc injection

Overall, there is a consistent trend among the measures assessed in exposure-response analyses. 
Overall, for mu-receptor occupancy, change in mean VAS (Drug Liking) score and percentage of 
subjects with negative opioid use, there is an apparent increase in response with increasing 
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exposure. Applicant concludes that there is an apparent “plateau” of where the PD responses are 
at their maximum at a buprenorphine concentration range above 2-3 ng/mL.

According to the Applicant, their PK simulations of the proposed dosing regimens (300 mg / 100 
mg) and (300 mg / 300 mg) appear to be able to, on average, achieve exposures throughout the 
dosing interval that are associated with the maximum effect PD. 

[Reviewer comment: The aforementioned PD measures (% μORO, withdrawal symptoms, agonist 
symptoms, drug liking, and proportion of patients with negative opioid use) appear to plateau at 
higher end of buprenorphine exposure range. However, many of these analyses are based on mean 
PD responses within the population and do not account for PD variability. One measure for which 
variability is quantified is for μORO shown in Figure 16. In Figure 16, at a buprenorphine 
concentration of 2 ng/mL, approximately half of the patient can be expected to have μORO in the 
range of 40% to 70%. Overall, the available data suggest that a subset of patients may not obtain 
adequate benefit from buprenorphine exposure in the range of 2-3 ng/mL.  Based on the available 
data, the value of a minimum therapeutic concentration is not apparent. This observation lends 
support to the dosing plan to start maintenance dosing at 100 mg once monthly and to only 
increase to 300 mg once monthly if clinically necessary.]

RB-US-13-0001: Efficacy study (The reader is referred to Clinical Review by Drs. Emily Deng 
and Feng Li, OND and OTS/OB, respectively)

Study RB-US-13-0001 was a Phase 3, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, multi-center 
study which assessed the efficacy, safety and tolerability of multiple Sublocade injections over 24 
weeks [Treatment 1: Sublocade 300 mg for 6 injections (once every 28 days); Treatment 2: 
Sublocade 300 mg for 2 injections (followed by 100 mg for 4 injections (once every 28 days)] in 
treatment-seeking subjects with a diagnosis of moderate or severe OUD.  Subjects were inducted 
onto Suboxone SL film for 3 days, followed by a Suboxone SL film run-in dose-adjustment period 
(4- to 11-day) to achieve buprenorphine doses ranging from 8 to 24 mg/day.  For placebo 
treatments, patients were administered a placebo injection that was volume-matched for Sublocade 
300 mg or 100 mg injections.  

The primary efficacy was assessed by centrally tested urine drug screen (UDS) results (urine 
samples negative for opioids) and self-reported illicit opioid (percentage abstinence) use as 
recorded by the patient from Week 5 through Week 24.  Additionally, scores for Opioid Craving 
VAS, Clinical Global Impression-Severity (CGI-S) scale, Clinical Global Impression-
Improvement (CGI-I) scale, COWS and SOWS were assessed.  Urine drug screens and self-reports 
were assessed at screening, and on a weekly basis following each Sublocade SC injections or 
placebo (Days 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 36, 43, 50, 57, 64, 71, 78, 85, 92, 99, 106, 113, 120, 127, 134, 141, 
148, 155, 162 and 169), as well as at a safety follow-up visit (Day 197).  Urine drug screens were 
also assessed on the day after each SC injection at 24 h post-dose (Days 2, 30, 58, 86, 114 and 
142).  The Applicant presented the following results.  

The Figure 21 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of percent abstinence from 
Week 5 through Week 24.  Table 22 shows the same information in a tabulated format.
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Figure 21 Primary Efficacy Endpoint: Cumulative Distribution Function of the Percentage 
Abstinence from Week 5 Through Week 24-Full Analysis Set (Study 13-0001)

IDC = individual drug counselling
Note: Subjects from Site 20 were excluded from the analysis. All missing results for opioids were considered non-negative. 
Depicted data are inverse-cumulative distribution function.
1 Subjects received RBP-6000 containing 300 mg buprenorphine for the first 2 injections, followed by 4 injections of RBP-6000 
containing 100 mg buprenorphine. Note the other active treatment group received 300 mg buprenorphine for all 6 injections.
Source: CSR 13-0001 Figure 14.2.1.1.1

Table 22Primary efficacy endpoint: cumulative distribution function of the percentage
abstinence from Week 5 Through Week 24-Full Analysis Set (Study 13-0001)

Number (%) of Subjects
Percentage Abstinence RBP-6000 

300mg/100mg+IDC
(N=194)

RBP-6000
300mg/300mg+IDC

(N=196)

Placebo+IDC
(N=99)

≥ 0% 194 (100.0) 196 (100.0) 99 (100.0)
≥ 10% 139 (71.6) 126 (64.3) 11 (11.1)
≥ 20% 115 (59.3) 111 (56.6) 7 (7.1)
≥ 30% 101 (52.1) 101 (51.5) 6 (6.1)
≥ 40% 90 (46.4) 90 (45.9) 6 (6.1)
≥ 50% 86 (44.3) 82 (41.8) 4 (4.0)
≥ 60% 78 (40.2) 70 (35.7) 4 (4.0)
≥ 70% 66 (34.0) 67 (34.2) 2 (2.0)
≥ 80% 55 (28.4) 57 (29.1) 2 (2.0)
≥ 90% 41 (21.1) 48 (24.5) 2 (2.0)

IDC = individual drug counselling; Max = maximum; Min = minimum; SD = standard deviation
Note: The primary endpoint, percentage of urine samples negative for opioids combined with self-reports negative for illicit opioid 
use, is “percentage abstinence.” Subjects from Site 20 were excluded from the analysis.
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All missing results for opioids were considered non-negative.
a Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare the treatment groups. Each dosing regimen was compared to placebo with respect 
to the composite primary efficacy endpoint at a significance level of α=0.025.
Source: CSR 13-0001 Table 14.2.1.1

Both the Sublocade 300 mg/300 mg and 300 mg/100 mg groups were statistically different from 
placebo (P < 0.0001 for both groups) in percentage abstinence from Week 5 through Week 24, 
indicating that Sublocade is efficacious in both treatment arms for treating patients with OUD.

As a secondary endpoint, the Table 23 shows Cumulative Distribution Function of the percentage 
of urine samples negative for opioids From Week 5 Through Week 24.

Table 23 Cumulative Distribution Function of the percentage of urine samples negative for
opioids From Week 5 Through Week 24 - Full Analysis Set (Study 13-0001)

Number (%) of Subjects
Percentage Abstinence RBP-6000 

300mg/100mg+IDC 
(N=194)

RBP-6000 
300mg/300mg+IDC 

(N=196)

Placebo+IDC 
(N=99)

0% 194 (100.0) 196 (100.0) 99 (100.0)
10% 140 (72.2) 129 (65.8) 17 (17.2)
20% 120 (61.9) 114 (58.2) 9 (9.1)
30% 106 (54.6) 109 (55.6) 8 (8.1)
40% 97 (50.0) 98 (50.0) 7 (7.1)
50% 91 (46.9) 88 (44.9) 6 (6.1)
60% 82 (42.3) 74 (37.8) 5 (5.1)
70% 73 (37.6) 69 (35.2) 4 (4.0)
80% 64 (33.0) 61 (31.1) 4 (4.0)
90% 47 (24.2) 51 (26.0) 2 (2.0)

IDC = individual drug counselling; Max = maximum; Min = minimum; SD = standard deviation
Note: Subjects from Site 20 were excluded from the analysis. All missing results for opioids were
considered non-negative for opioids.
Source: CSR 13-0001 Table 14.2.3.1.1

The Figure 22 shows the subject-level urine toxicology data, which each individual subject is 
represented along the y-axis and study weeks are presented on the x-axis.  Red symbols represent 
opioid-positive urine samples, blue symbols represent opioid-negative urine samples, and, grey 
symbols represent missing urine data.
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Figure 22 Subject-level Urine Toxicology Data (Study 13-0001)

In both Sublocade treatment groups, the percentages of subjects achieving treatment success were
considerably greater than for placebo as evidenced by more opioid-negative (blue) data points 
while the placebo group has more opioid-positive (red) or missing (grey) data points, indicating 
that Sublocade is efficacious in both treatment arms for treating patients with OUD.  

3.3.4 What are the characteristics of the dose-systemic exposure relationships for safety?

No formal PK/PD studies were conducted in this NDA to establish the relationship between 
exposure and safety.

3.3.5 Does this Drug Prolong the QT or QTc Interval?

No formal QTc study was conducted in this NDA to establish the effect on QT.  However, the 
exposure (concentration)-response relationship for QT was assessed (nonlinear mixed effects 
modelling (NONMEM)) by the Applicant using data from 5 clinical studies, including the Phase 
3 efficacy study (Study 13-0001).  For a complete review of QT analysis, the reader is referred to 
Dr. Gopichand Gottipati’s review.  A cursory overview of the QT information provided by the 
Applicant is presented below.  
  
Time-matching buprenorphine concentrations and 12-lead ECGs were pooled across clinical 
studies.  The QTc population was defined as all subjects who had a least 1 paired concentration 
and QT measurement at baseline/screening and following treatment with SL buprenorphine, RBP-
6000 or placebo.  The Applicant stated that the full dataset included 11925 observations from 1114 
OUD subjects from the following 5 clinical studies:

 Study 10-0011: a single injection of 20 mg RBP-6000; matched concentrations and single 
12-lead ECG measurements (110 samples) from 12 subjects; 

 Study 11-0020: a single injection of 50 mg, 100 mg or 200 mg RBP-6000 (Cohorts 1-3), 
or a single SC injection of 100 mg RBP-6000 following 7 consecutive days on 
SUBOXONE SL tablets to achieve a stable buprenorphine dose of 12 mg/day (Cohort 4); 
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matched concentrations and single 12-lead ECG measurements (767 samples) from 48 
subjects; 

 Study 12-0005: multiple RBP-6000 300 mg doses and Subutex tablets (lead-in stable 
doses) ranged between 8 and 24 mg/day; matched concentrations and single 12-lead ECG 
measurements (1241 samples) from 122 subjects, where 87 subjects received repeated (≥ 
4) SC injections of RBP-6000 following induction and stabilization on Subutex, and 35 
subjects on Subutex tablets alone; 

 Study 13-0006: a single injection of 300 mg RBP-6000 with either low, intermediate or 
high MW of ATRIGEL polymer, following induction and dose stabilization with 
SUBOXONE SL film to achieve a stable buprenorphine dose of 12 mg/day; matched 
concentrations and single 12-lead ECG measurements (543 samples) from 66 subjects, 
where 46 subjects received RBP-6000 and 20 subjects received Suboxone film alone; 

 Study 13-0001: RBP-6000 300 mg/300 mg or 300 mg/100 mg doses; Suboxone film dose 
doses ranged from 8 to 24 mg/day; matched concentrations and single or triplicate 12-lead 
ECG measurements collected with and without Holter monitoring (9264 samples) from 
866 subjects, where 437 subjects have matched screening records but were not randomized 
and 429 subjects were randomized to receive the placebo or RBP-6000 (300 mg/300 mg 
or 300 mg/100 mg). 

Many of the concomitant medications or illicit drugs taken by OUD patients have the potential to 
affect QT and/or heart rate (HR).  Thus, the Applicant stated that the concomitant or illicit drug 
effects on HR and/or QT interval were considered for in the modelling prior to establishing a 
baseline QTc and determining whether there was a drug related effect of buprenorphine on QT.

The Applicant stated that a concentration-QT model was developed to estimate the QTc in the 
absence of buprenorphine (QTcAbs), to estimate the parameter describing the QT-RR interval 
relationship (α), to estimate concomitant medication effects on α or QTcAbs, and to estimate a 
buprenorphine or norbuprenorphine-related slope (describing drug-related effects on QTc).  The 
concentration-related effects of RBP-6000 on QT (which is a combination of different α values 
depending on whether subjects are on or off certain concomitant medications plus any RR interval 
effects due to buprenorphine) were tested using a linear concentration-related slope.  

The covariates evaluated on α include withdrawal signs and symptoms (Clinical Opiate 
Withdrawal Scale-COWS), drugs used to treat withdrawal symptoms (i.e., clonidine, 
methocarbamol), illicit drugs (cocaine, phencyclidine, cannabinoids, barbiturates, and 
methamphetamines), drugs that may be used illicitly or licitly (e.g., amphetamines), and other 
drugs known to affect HR where there was sufficient data available from at least 25 subjects (e.g., 
albuterol).  The covariates evaluated on QTcAbs include sex, age, opioids (i.e., methadone, 
oxycodone, hydrocodone, morphine, hydromorphone, oxymorphone, heroin, codeine), 
benzodiazepines, barbiturates, triplicate vs single ECG readings, central vs non-centrally read 
ECGs and Holter vs non-Holter.  The Applicant stated that a Fredericia correction was selected for 
the analysis, because other corrections (including individual correction) did not improve the fit.  
The Applicant reported that the results indicate a non-positive slope of -0.0507 msec per ng/mL of 
buprenorphine; the slope indicated no potential of RBP-6000 to prolong the QTc interval.  The 
relationship with norbuprenorphine also showed a non-positive slope.  The Applicant further 
reported that the changes in QTc (largest to smallest) were associated with age (+16.8-msec 
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increase in a 70-year old compared to an 18-year old subject), central vs non-central reading (-8.4 
msec), sex (+7.6 msec in females), methadone (+6.1 msec), barbiturates (+5.0 msec), 
phencyclidine (+3.4 msec), hydroxyzine and cocaine (+1.7 msec each), Holter vs non-Holter (-1.7 
msec), oxycodone (-1.5 msec), and codeine (+1.3 msec). Alpha was affected by COWS scores 
only, with an alpha of 0.341 for a COWS score of 5 and 0.363 for a COWS score of 20.  The 
concentration-related slope was non-positive, with a -1.6 msec difference at the highest observed 
concentration of buprenorphine (32 ng/mL).  The 90% CIs for the geometric mean Cmax and the 
Delta QTc are presented in Table 24 and Figure 23, along with the bias-corrected 90% CI for the 
Delta QTc.  The results from the modeling indicated that upper 90% CI is under 10 msec after 
multiple RBP-6000 injections, even at 2-fold higher than the proposed dose of 300 mg.  In all, 
RBP-6000 (buprenorphine) impact on QT is insignificant at clinically relevant buprenorphine 
concentrations, after considering for the covariates that may influence HR and QT in patients with 
OUD.

Table 24 Mean, median, and 90% confidence intervals for the geometric Cmax and delta QTc 
(Bootstrap Analysis)

Geometric Mean Cmax (ng/mL) Delta QTc (msec)

Mean Median 90%
Confidence 

Interval

Mean Median 90%
Confidence 

Interval

Bias- Corrected 
90% Confidence 

Interval

100 mg 
Q28D 3.44 3.43 3.25 to 3.63 -0.17 -0.16 -0.65 to 0.29 -0.65 to 0.29

300 mg 
Q28D 8.12 8.12 7.54 to 8.72 -0.40 -0.38 -1.52 to 0.66 -1.52 to 0.67

2X300 mg 
Q28D 16.2 16.2 15.1 to 17.4 -0.79 -0.75 -3.04 to 1.32 -3.05 to 1.34

Q28D=every 28 days; QTc=corrected QT interval
Source: QT modeling report INDV-6000-Q01, Table 3

Figure 23 Predicted mean (90% confidence interval) Delta QTc at concentration levels 
corresponding to 100 mg (yellow), 300 mg (red), and 2x300mg RBP-6000 (blue)

Source: QT modeling report INDV-6000-Q01, Figure 5
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3.3.6 What is the single dose pharmacokinetic information of Sublocade?

Study RB-US-11-0020

Study RB-US-11-0020 evaluated pharmacokinetics of a single dose of 50 mg, 100 mg, 200 mg 
RBP-6000 SC injection (Cohorts 1, 2, and 3, respectively), and for a single dose of 100 mg RBP-
6000 SC injection following a 7-day buprenorphine sublingual stabilization or “lead-in” phase to 
achieve a stable buprenorphine dose of 12 mg/day in subjects with opioid use disorder (Cohort 4).  
The following blood samples for buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine were obtained for all 
cohorts: Day 1 – pre-dose, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 h, Days 2-21 (24-480 h), Days 25, 28, 31, 35, 42, 
49, 56, 63, 70, 77, 84, 112, 140 and 150.  For Cohort 4, the following additional samples were 
collected: Days -7 to -1, Day -1 – pre-dose, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 h.  Plasma concentrations of 
buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine were determined using a previously validated LC-MS/MS 
assay.  The LLOQ was established as 0.0250 ng/mL for buprenorphine and 0.0200 ng/mL for 
norbuprenorphine.

After a single dose RBP-6000 100 mg SC injection (without buprenorphine sublingual 
stabilization or “lead-in” phase prior to SC injection), the buprenorphine peak was observed 
approximately 24 h post administration.  Observed buprenorphine levels declined to a plateau until 
the end of the dosing interval (Day 28; Figure 24; Cohort 2, open-triangle symbol), indicating that 
buprenorphine is consistently released from the RBP-6000 during the dosing interval.  

Figure 24 Mean (±SD) Buprenorphine Plasma Concentrations versus Time Day 1 to Day 28

SD = standard deviation
Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: study-report-body.pdf; Figure 7; Figure 14.2.2.1.4 and Table 14.2.1.1

Mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time data for all cohorts on Days 1-3 are shown in 
Figure 25.  Mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time data for all cohorts on Days 1-150 are 
shown on a linear scale in Figure 26. 
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Figure 25 Plot of Mean (+ SD) Buprenorphine Plasma Concentrations versus Time on a Linear 
Scale for All Cohorts: Day 1 to Day 3

SD = standard deviation
Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: Figure 14.2.2.1.2 and Table 14.2.1.1

Figure 26 Plot of Mean (+ SD) Buprenorphine Plasma Concentrations versus Time on a Linear 
Scale for All Cohorts: Day 1 to Day 150

SD = standard deviation
Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: Figure 14.2.2.1.3 and Table 14.2.1.1

For Suboxone lead-in period in Cohort 4, mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time data 
from Days -7 to -1 are shown in Figure 27.  Mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time data 
for Cohort 4 on Day -1 only are shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 27 Plot of Mean (+ SD) Buprenorphine Concentrations versus Time on a Linear Scale for 
Cohort 4: Day -7 (pre-dose) to Day -1

SD = standard deviation
Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: Figure 14.2.2.1.1, Figure 14.2.2.2.1, and Table 14.2.1.2

Figure 28 Plot of Mean (± SD) Buprenorphine Concentrations versus Time on a Linear Scale for 
Cohort 4: Day -1

SD = standard deviation
Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: Figure 14.2.2.1.1, Figure 14.2.2.2.1, and Table 14.2.1.1

Buprenorphine pharmacokinetic parameters are presented in Table 25. 
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Table 25 Buprenorphine pharmacokinetic parameters from a single dose RBP-6000 50, 100 and 
200 mg in Study RB-US-11-0020 (note: Cohort 2: 100 mg) 

RBP-6000 alone RBP-6000 + 
Suboxone SL

Parameter Statistic

Cohort 1 50 mg Cohort 2 100 mg Cohort 3 200 mg Cohort 4 100 mg
Cavg (ng/mL) n 12 12 12 10

Mean 0.370 0.633 1.138 0.951
%CV 27.4 16.6 25.7 32.5

Cmax (ng/mL) n 12 12 12 12
Mean 1.051 1.537 2.427 2.285
%CV 35.6 16.4 20.9 23.2

Cmin (ng/mL) n 12 12 12 12
Mean 0.059 0.089 0.148 0.275
%CV 56.1 44.3 67.8 64.3

Tmax (hr) n 12 12 12 12
Median 24.0 24.0 24.0 18.0
Min, Max 4.00, 24.03 24.0, 48.0 4.00, 144.0 4.00, 24.0

%CV = coefficient of variation; hr = hour; Max = maximum; Min = minimum; PK = pharmacokinetic; QD = once daily; SC = 
subcutaneous;
SD = standard deviation; SL = sublingual
Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: Table 14.2.1.3, Listing 16.2.6.2.1, Listing 16.2.6.2.2, and Listing 16.2.6.2.3

In the overall profile, median tmax was 24 hours for Cohorts 1-3 and 18 hours for Cohort 4. CL/F 
was fairly constant at the 3 dose levels of 50 mg, 100 mg, and 200 mg. Vd/F increased with the 
increase in RBP-6000 dose from 50 mg to 200 mg in Cohorts 1-3. For buprenorphine, mean t½ 
after RBP-6000 injection increased slightly with the increase in dose from 50 mg to 200 mg (1078 
hours [Day 45] at 50 mg, 1376 hours [Day 57] at 100 mg, and 1573 hours [Day 66] at 200 mg). 
Overall, percent fluctuation was similar between all the cohorts. Swing increased with the dose in 
Cohorts 1-3, while the lowest swing value was observed in Cohort 4.

3.3.7 What is the multiple dose pharmacokinetic information of Sublocade?

Multiple dose

Study RB-US-12-0005 was an open-label, multicenter study which evaluated pharmacokinetics of 
multiple dose Sublocade injections in adult subjects seeking treatment for opioid dependence 
previously on buprenorphine SL treatment.  Subjects were stabilized over a 13-day period on 
various doses of Subutex SL tablets followed by 50, 100, 200 mg or 300 mg Sublocade multiple 
dose injections (Table 26).  Subjects who received either 200 or 300 mg Sublocade and reached 4 
or 6 injections, respectively, will have an option to a positron emission tomography (PET) sub-
study, which assessed in opioid receptor binding information; two subjects participated in the PET 
pilot sub-study: 1 subject received 12 SC injections of 200 mg, and 1 subject received 6 SC 
injections of 300 mg. The PET scans (utilizing [11C]carfentanil) were conducted at 7 days and 28 
days post-dose following the 12th SC injection for the first subject who received 200 mg, and the 
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6th SC injection for the second subject who received 300 mg.  Information obtained from the PET 
sub-study from these two subjects is described in conjunction with opioid receptor binding 
discussion.  The reviewer is referred to Pharmacometric’s review regarding opioid receptor 
binding discussion.

Table 26 Sublocade treatment doses cohorts Subutex SL lead-in phase
Cohort

1 2 3 4 5 6
Subutex 
SL (mg)

8 12 24 8 14 8 12 16 20 24

Sublocade 
(mg)

50 100 200 100 200 300

4 Sublocade injections at 28-day intervals  Up to 6 Sublocade injections at 28-day 
intervals

The following blood samples for buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine were obtained for Cohorts 
1-5: Days -7 to -1 (pre-dose Subutex), Day -1 – pre-dose, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, Day 1 (1st injection) 
– pre-dose, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12h, Day 2 – 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36 h; Days 3, 7, 9, 11, 14, 17, 20, 
23, 26; Day 29 (2nd injection) – 1 and 12 h, Days 30, 31, 37, 42, 48; Day 57 (3rd injection) – 1 and 
12 h, Days 58, 59, 65, 70, 76; Day 85 (4th injection) – pre-dose, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 h, Day 86 – 20, 
24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36 h, Day 87 – 44, 48 h, Days 91, 93, 95, 98, 101, 104, 107, 110, 113, 121, 
127, 135, 141.  For Cohort 6: same timepoints as Cohorts 1-5 up to 3rd injections; Day 85 (4th 
injection) – pre-dose, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 h, Day 86 – 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36 h, Day 87 – 44, 48 
h, Days 91, 93, 95, 98, 101, 104, 107, 110; Day 113 (5th injection) –  114, 115, 121, 126, 132; Day 
141 (6th injection) – pre-dose, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12h, Day 142 – 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36 h, Day 
143 – 44, 48, Days 147, 149, 151, 154, 157, 160, 163, 166, 169, 177, 183, 191, 197.  

Mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time profiles for all cohorts are shown in Figure 29.  
Mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time profiles for all cohorts for separate Injections 1, 
2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figures 30, 31, 32, and 33 respectively. 
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Figure 29 Mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations by scheduled sampling time for all cohorts 
on Days -7 to 141 on a linear scale (Population: PK)
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Figure 30 Mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations versus time post RBP-6000 SC Injection 1 
from study Day 1 to Day 29 (672 h) (Population: PK)

Figure 31 Mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations versus time post RBP-6000 SC Injection 2 
from study Day 29 to Day 57 (672 h)
(Population: PK)
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Figure 32 Mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations versus time post RBP-6000 SC Injection 3 
from study Day 57 to Day 85 (672 h)
(Population: PK)

Figure 33 Mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations versus time post RBP-6000 SC Injection 4 
from study Day 85 to Day 141 (Population: PK)

Summary of PK parameters for the overall phase for buprenorphine is provided in Table 27. 
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Table 27 Buprenorphine Plasma Pharmacokinetic Parameters Summary – Overall Phase 
(Population: PK) separated by injection days, Day 1 (Injection 1), Day 85 (Injection 4) and Day 
141 (Injection 6)
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Subjects were dosed with SUBUTEX SL tablet followed by SC injections of RBP-6000 containing buprenorphine.
The Cohort 6 column is the total for the 8 mg, 12 mg, 16 mg, 20 mg, and 24 mg SUBUTEX columns from Table 14.2.1.3.
Source: Table 14.2.1.3

Injection 1(Day 1)
Following Injection 1, buprenorphine exposure increased with the increase in the dose of 
Sublocade.  Subutex SL “lead-in” phase may have some influence in the buprenorphine levels as 
buprenorphine exposure increased within the same Sublocade dose group (Cohort 6).  
The observed median Tmax was 20 hours for Cohorts 1-5.  For Cohort 6, it ranged from 6 to 28 h 
(median Tmax: 20, 6, 28, 26, 12h, for 6 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 mg Subutex lead-in dose groups, 
respectively); note that there are limited number of subjects in Cohort 6.   

Injection 4 (Day 85)
Following Injection 4, the previous Subutex lead-in phase would not influence the buprenorphine 
exposure due to 4 months of time lapse since the Injection 1, thus, the buprenorphine exposure 
would solely from Sublocade injection.  Buprenorphine exposure increased with the increase in 
the dose of Sublocade.  The observed median Tmax was 20 to 24 h for Cohorts 1-5.  For Cohort 
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6, it ranged from 8 to 34 h (median Tmax: 8, 34, 25h, for 12, 16, 24 mg Subutex lead-in dose 
groups, respectively); again, note that there are limited number of subjects in Cohort 6.
Compared to Injection 1, the buprenorphine exposure was higher, as there appeared to be some 
apparent accumulation of buprenorphine at Injection 4 ([Rac(AUCtau)] and [Rac (Cmax)] ratios 
were consistently greater than 1 and ranged from 2.400 to 3.550 and 1.316 to 2.427, respectively, 
across the dose range).

Injection 6 (Day 141)
Only 3 subjects not participating in the PET imaging sub-study received more than 4 SC injections 
of RBP-6000 (2 subjects in 14 mg/200 mg Subutex/Sublocade dose, Cohort 5; and 1 subject in 12 
mg/300 mg Subutex/Sublocade dose, Cohort 6).  Due to limited number of subjects, the results 
from the Injection 6 may be difficult to assess fully and drawing a conclusion from Injection 6 
information should be interpret with caution.

Steady-state attainment

Steady-state assessment of buprenorphine for the Sublocade doses of 50 mg, 100 mg, 200 mg, and 
300 mg was carried out using Helmert’s transformation method within an ANOVA, with the 
natural log-transformed Ctrough concentrations (using pre-dose concentration for Day 1) as the 
dependent variable with day as the fixed effect (a series of contrasts compared the mean Ctrough 
value of the first day to the pooled mean over all remaining time points for each dose level; the 
second contrast compared the mean Ctrough value at the second day to the pooled mean over all 
remaining time points for each dose level; testing continued until the contrast was not statistically 
significant at the 0.1 level).  The first time point at which the comparison was not significant was 
the dosing interval at which steady-state was attained.  The Ctrough values of Days 29, 57, 85, and 
113 were used the Helmert transformation as described.

Attainment of steady-state for buprenorphine following RBP-6000 SC dosing from Day 1 to Day 
85 (Day 141 for the 200 mg and 300 mg groups only) was assessed based on the first instance of 
non-significant contrast comparison.  

Following SC injections of RBP-6000, steady-state levels of buprenorphine were achieved by the 
Injection 3 (Day 57) in the 50 mg dose group, by the Injection 4 (Day 85) in the 300 mg dose 
group, and by the Injection 6 (Day 141) for the 200 mg dose group. Steady-state was not achieved 
for the 100 mg dose group based on the data for 4 SC injections, based on the statistical analysis 
(Table 28).
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Table 28 Assessment of Steady-State of RBP-6000 – (Population: PK)
RBP-6000 Day N Geometric LS 

Means
% Ratio of Geometric 

LS Means
p-value 90% CI of the 

Ratio (%)
50 mg Day 29 15 0.30 39.2 <0.001 (31.8, 48.3)

Day 57 12 0.68 82.8 0.200a (64.9, 105.6)
Day 85 11 0.80 96.0 0.815 (71.6, 128.7)
Day 113 10 0.83

100 mg Day 29 27 0.52 39.2 <0.001 (34.9, 44.0)
Day 57 24 1.05 69.8 <0.001 (61.3, 79.5)
Day 85 22 1.35 81.3 0.033 (69.4, 95.3)
Day 113 19 1.66

200 mg Day 29 27 0.76 30.7 <0.001 (27.0, 35.0)
Day 57 24 1.53 54.8 <0.001 (47.2, 63.6)
Day 85 22 2.28 76.3 0.013 (64.0, 91.1)
Day 113 16 2.53 78.1 0.088 (61.6, 99.1)
Day 141 3 3.00 85.9 0.537a (57.3, 129.0)
Day 169 3 3.49

300 mg Day 29 11 1.55 36.0 <0.001 (28.1, 46.1)
Day 57 10 2.92 61.5 0.007 (46.5, 81.5)
Day 85 7 4.23 86.0 0.472 a (60.6, 122.2)
Day 113 2 4.70 93.5 0.834 (54.3, 161.0)
Day 141 2 5.41 115.7 0.730 (56.8, 235.7)
Day 169 1 4.68

Subjects were dosed with SUBUTEX SL tablet followed by SC injections of RBP-6000 containing buprenorphine.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with the natural log-transformed Ctrough values as the dependent variable with day as fixed 
effect. Ratio was for comparing the geometric mean concentration of the corresponding study day to the geometric mean concentration pooled over 
all remaining days.
p-value was for testing if the corresponding ratio of geometric LS means was 1.
a This was the first non-significant comparison at the 0.1 level.
Source: Table 14.2.1.7a

For Subutex tablet administration prior to RBP-6000 doses, results show that buprenorphine 
achieved steady state by Day -7 in all dose groups except for the 12 mg dose for which steady-
state was achieved on Day -6 (Table 26).

Study RB-US-13-0002 – opioid blockade study

Study RB-US-13-0002 was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, two of Sublocade 300 mg 
injections (28-day apart; Day 1 and Day 29) study in non-treatment-seeking subjects with moderate 
to severe OUD to assess the blockade of hydromorphone’s subjective effects.  Patients were treated 
with up to 24 mg Suboxone in the lead-in phase.  Buprenorphine blood samples were collected at: 
Day 1 – pre-dose, Days 2, 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28, Day 29 – pre-dose, Days 30, 33-35, 40-42, 
47-49, 54-56, 61-63, 68-70, 75-77, and 82-84.  The primary objective was to assess “Drug Liking” 
scores measured after challenge with 6mg or 18mg of intramuscular (IM) hydromorphone with 
placebo. 

Mean buprenorphine plasma concentration-time curve is shown in Figure 34.  
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Figure 34 Mean (±SD) Buprenorphine Plasma Concentrations versus Time on a Linear Scale 
(Population: ITT)

D = day; ITT = intent-to-treat; SD = standard deviation
Source: Figure 14.2.2.1.1.1, Table 14.2.1.1, 14.2.1.2, and 14.2.1.3

Following SC RBP-6000 administration, mean buprenorphine plasma concentrations were slightly 
higher following the second dose on Day 29 when compared with the first dose on Day 1 (Table 
29).  For individual buprenorphine concentrations observed in Days 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28 are 
presented in Table 30.
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Table 29 Day 1 (0, 24h) and Day 29 (0 and 24h) time-points plasma concentrations Summary-
RBP-6000 (Population: ITT)

Table 30 Observed buprenorphine concentrations (ng/mL) on Days 5-7, 12-14, 19-21, 26-28
Parameter Day 

05
Day 
06

Day 
07

Day 
12

Day 
13

Day 
14

Day 
19

Day 
20

Day 
21

Day 
26

Day 
27

Day 
28

N 38 37 37 36 35 34 33 33 33 30 30 29
Mean 2.30 1.97 1.96 1.88 1.89 1.94 1.93 1.88 1.91 1.77 1.75 1.79
SD 0.81 0.72 0.79 0.74 0.65 0.63 0.68 0.64 0.60 0.58 0.62 0.68
Min 0.10 0.78 0.74 0.71 0.69 0.83 0.74 0.73 0.86 1.07 0.98 1.03
Max 4.65 3.70 4.03 4.70 3.51 3.58 4.34 3.87 3.59 3.82 3.86 3.89

The observed buprenorphine concentrations on Days 5 to 28 after the 1st injection ranged from 
1.75 to 2.3 ng/mL.  As depicted in Figure xx, the buprenorphine concentrations after 2nd injection 
appear to be above 2 ng/mL from Days 29 to 84.
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3.3.8 What is the relative bioavailability of Sublocade?

In Study RB-US-11-0005, pharmacokinetics for multiple doses of Sublocade 100 mg and 300 mg 
after buprenorphine sublingual stabilization or “lead-in” phase were evaluated in subjects with 
opioid use disorder.  After 100 and 300 mg multiple SC injections (with Subutex SL tablet 
stabilization or “lead-in” phase prior to SC injection), with-in study comparison was assessed 
between single and repeat doses of Sublocade.  Sublocade is proposed for use in patients who have 
undergone buprenorphine stabilization prior to RBP-6000 SC injection; therefore, observed 
systemic buprenorphine concentrations from the “lead-in” buprenorphine SL daily administration 
phase to RBP-6000 SC injections were compared.
  
Observed buprenorphine concentrations, specifically for comparison of Cavg,ss, Cmax,ss, and 
Cmin,ss, from “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet (i.e., immediately before the first Sublocade injection) 
are presented in Table 31.  Observed buprenorphine concentrations from Sublocade SC injections 
are presented in Table 32.

  
Table 31 Observed steady-state buprenorphine concentrations from lead-in sublingual Subutex 
before first RBP-6000 injection of 100 and 300 mg dose

Parameter Statisti
c

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
100mg1

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
12mg 
/100mg2

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-
6000 
12mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
16mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
20mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
24mg/ 
300mg3

N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3
Mean 1.251 1.707 0.837 1.782 1.666 2.754 2.907

Cavg,ss

SD 0.5362 0.5284 0.2888 0.7419 0.8231 1.1887 0.3635
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3
Mean 3.964 5.350 2.417 4.77 4.265 10.86 8.267

Cmax,ss

SD 1.9131 1.7340 1.1794 1.0576 2.1991 4.5821 1.9868
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3
Mean 0.568 0.806 0.482 0.777 0.763 1.134 1.543

Cmin,ss

SD 0.2367 0.3638 0.0854 0.36 0.5056 0.2772 0.2566
1: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
2: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
3: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
SD: standard deviation
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Table 32 Observed buprenorphine concentrations after first, fourth and sixth RBP-6000 
subcutaneous injections for 100 and 300 mg doses

Parameter Inj. 
#

Statistic Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
100mg1

Subutex/ 
RBP-
6000 
12mg/ 
100mg2

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
8mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
12mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
16mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
20mg/ 
300mg3

Subutex/ 
RBP-6000 
24mg/ 
300mg3

N 14 14 1 3 2 2 3
Mean 0.615 0.687 1.45 1.89 1.76 1.78 2.19

1

SD 0.1980 0.2116 . 0.94 0.17 0.13 0.72
N 8 11 2

Mean 1.897 1.893 4.81

Cavg,ss

4

SD 0.3763 0.646 0.64
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3

Mean 1.686 2.023 3.02 6.06 4.58 4.45 5.37
1

SD 0.62 0.8251 0.53 0.79 0.88 0.07 1.79
N 10 12 3 2 2

Mean 2.554 3.066 9.63 11.07 8.22
4

SD 0.4775 0.8658 2.79 1.74 2.48
N 1

Mean 7.14

Cmax,ss

6

SD .
N 15 15 3 4 2 2 3

Mean 0.41 0.375 0.48 0.73 0.74 1.05 1.25
1

SD 0.1955 0.1001 0.09 0.24 0.48 0.16 0.42
N 10 12 3 2 2

Mean 1.18 1.263 4.45 4.13 3.35
4

SD 0.2803 0.3574 0.69 0.52 0.44
N 1

Mean 4.29

Cmin,ss

6

SD .
1: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
2: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
3: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
SD: standard deviation

The observed arithmetic mean Cavgs buprenorphine concentrations ranged from approximately 
0.62 to 0.69 ng/mL and approximately 1.45 to 2.19 ng/mL for 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 doses, 
respectively, after Sublocade Injection 1.  

After Sublocade Injection 4, observed steady-state arithmetic mean Cavg buprenorphine 
concentrations were approximately 1.89-1.9 ng/mL and approximately 4.81 ng/mL (N=2) for 100 
and 300 mg RBP-6000 doses, respectively, (Table 31 and Table 32).  

Comparing the observed mean buprenorphine concentrations (Cavg) between Sublocade 100 and 
300 mg doses to Subutex SL 12 and 24 mg stabilization doses, buprenorphine concentration after 
Sublocade fourth injection were approximately 11 and 65% higher than that of Subutex 12 and 24 
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mg, respectively, at steady state. (1.71 vs 1.89 ng/mL and 2.91 vs 4.81 ng/mL, for Subutex vs 
Sublocade, respectively).  After the fourth Sublocade injection the buprenorphine exposure will 
be solely from Sublocade injections, as the buprenorphine concentrations from Subutex 
stabilization phase would not influence the Sublocade bupivacaine exposure, due to 4 months of 
time lapse since Sublocade first injection.  Thus, this comparison is scientifically justified although 
it is a cross treatment comparison.  

Comparisons of buprenorphine Cavg,ss, Cmax,ss, and Cmin,ss, and summary overall comparison 
of Sublocade 100 and 300 mg and Subutex SL tablet are presented in Table 33, 34, 35, and 36 
respectively. 

Table 33 Buprenorphine Cavg,ss comparison between 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 SC injections 
and “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet daily administration   

PK parameter
Subutex SL 

mg

Steady-state 
Subutex SL

mean RBP-6000 mg Inj. #
RBP-6000 SC

mean
RBP-6000/Subutex 

ratioa

1.251 100 1 0.615 0.5138*

4 1.897 1.624
1.707 100 1 0.687 0.40412#

4 1.893 1.114
8^ 0.8371 300 1 1.454 1.793

1.7822 300 1 1.891 1.043
12^

4 4.813 2.848
16^ 1.6663 300 1 1.763 1.124
20^ 2.7543 300 1 1.783 0.676

Cavg,ss

24^ 2.9071 300 1 2.191 0.726
1: N=3 2: N=4 3: N=2; 
*: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
#: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
^: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
a: Geometric mean ratio
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Table 34 Buprenorphine Cmax,ss comparison between 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 SC injections 
and “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet daily administration

PK parameter
Subutex SL

mg

Steady-state 
Subutex SL

mean RBP-6000 mg Inj. #
RBP-6000 SC

mean
RBP-6000/Subutex 

ratioa

3.964 100 1 1.686 0.4478*
4 2.554 0.709

5.350 100 1 2.023 0.36612#
4 3.066 0.580

8^ 2.4171 300 1 3.021 1.332
4.772 300 1 6.062 1.286

4 9.631 2.00312^

6 7.144 1.526
4.2653 300 1 4.583 1.141

16^
4 11.073 2.770

20^ 10.863 300 1 4.453 0.429
8.2671 300 1 5.371 0.634

Cmax,ss

24^
4 8.223 0.991

1: N=3      2: N=4       3: N=2       4: N=1 
*: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
#: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
^: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
a: Geometric mean ratio

Table 35 Buprenorphine Cmin,ss comparison between 100 and 300 mg RBP-6000 SC injections 
and “lead-in” Subutex SL tablet daily administration   

PK parameter
Subutex SL

mg

Steady-state 
Subutex SL

mean RBP-6000 mg Inj. #
RBP-6000 SC

mean
RBP-6000/Subutex 

ratioa

0.568 100 1 0.41 0.7238*
4 1.18 2.218

0.806 100 1 0.375 0.50512#
4 1.263 1.687

8^ 0.4821 300 1 0.481 1.000
0.7772 300 1 0.732 0.987

4 4.453 6.19912^

6 4.294 6.017
0.7633 300 1 0.743 0.982

16^
4 4.133 6.107

20^ 1.1343 300 1 1.053 0.934
1.5431 300 1 1.251 0.787

Cmin,ss

24^
4 3.353 2.186

1: N=3      2: N=4       3: N=2       4: N=1
*: Cohort 4 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/100mg
#: Cohort 2 Subutex/RBP-6000 12mg/100mg
^: Cohort 6 Subutex/RBP-6000 8mg/300mg, 12mg/300mg, 16mg/300mg, 20mg/300mg, 24mg/300mg
a: Geometric mean ratio
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Table 36 Summary comparison of buprenorphine mean pharmacokinetic parameters between 
Subutex and TRADENAME after first and fourth subcutaneous injections
Pharmacokinetic 
parameters  

Subutex
daily stabilization RBP  6000

Mean 12 mg 24 mg 100 mg^
(1st injection)

100 mg^
(4th injection)

300 mg#
(1st injection)

300 mg#
(4th injection)

Cavg,ss (ng/ml) 1.71 2.91 0.69 1.89 2.19 4.81*

Cmax,ss (ng/ml ) 5.35 8.27 2.02 3.01 5.37 9.64*

Cmin,ss (ng/ml ) 0.81 1.54 0.38 1.26 1.25 4.04*
^With Subutex 12 mg stabilization
#With Subutex 24 mg stabilization
*Overall value from Cohort 6-after fourth injection the buprenorphine exposure will be solely from Sublocade injections, as the 
buprenorphine concentrations from Subutex stabilization phase would not influence the Sublocade bupivacaine exposure, due to 4 
months of time lapse since Sublocade first injection.

3.3.9 Does Sublocade show linear pharmacokinetic behavior?

Dose Proportionality Analysis

Single dose

Study RB-US-11-0020 evaluated pharmacokinetics for a single dose of 50 mg, 100 mg, 200 mg 
RBP-6000 SC injection (Cohorts 1, 2, and 3, respectively), and for a single dose of 100 mg RBP-
6000 SC injection following a 7-day buprenorphine sublingual stabilization or “lead-in” phase to 
achieve a stable buprenorphine dose of 12 mg/day in subjects with opioid use disorder (Cohort 4).  

Statistical analyses were done using a power model (Smith, 2000) with mixed effects of the 
following general form, ln(PK) = ln(β0) + β1·ln(Dose) + ε, where, PK is the pharmacokinetic 
parameter tested (e.g., Cmax or AUC), ln(β0) is the y-intercept, β1 is the slope (a value of β1 ≈ 1 
indicates linearity), and ε is an error term.  The estimate of β1 was reported along with the 
associated p-value and the dose range for proportionality. A significant difference from unity 
(1.0000) and lack of proportionality was defined a priori as p <0.05.  

Plots of buprenorphine PK parameters versus dose are presented in Figure 35, Figure 36, and 
Figure 37, for overall Cmax, Cavg, and AUC1-29D, respectively.
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Figure 35 Plot of Buprenorphine Overall Cmax versus Dose on a Logarithmic Scale

Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Source: Figure 14.2.11.1and Table 14.2.1.5

Figure 36 Plot of Buprenorphine Overall Cavg versus Dose on a Logarithmic Scale

Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Source: Figure 14.2.11.1and Table 14.2.1.5
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Figure 37 Plot of Buprenorphine Overall AUCDay 1-29 versus Dose on a Logarithmic Scale

Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
Source: Figure 14.2.11.1and Table 14.2.1.5

The statistical analyses for dose proportionality for Cohorts 1-3 for buprenorphine are presented 
in Tables 37 and 38. 

Table 37 Statistical analysis of dose linearity for buprenorphine from a single dose RBP-6000 50, 
100 and 200 mg in Study RB-US-11-0020 (note: Cohort 2: 100 mg)

PK Parameter Estimate (beta1) p-value 90% CI of Slope
Cmax (ng/mL) 0.626 <.001 (0.509, 0.744)
Cavg (ng/mL) 0.819 0.014 (0.700, 0.937)
AUCDay 1-29 (h*ng/mL) 0.819 0.014 (0.700, 0.937)

CI = confidence interval; h = hour(s); PK = pharmacokinetic
Source: Table 14.2.1.5, Listing 16.2.6.2.1, Listing 16.2.6.2.2, and Listing 16.2.6.2.3

Table 38 Additional analysis comparing ratios of Cavg, Cmax and AUC0-29D
Dose x-fold ratio

50 mg 100 mg 200 mg 50 mg 1x 100 mg 2x 200 mg 4x
Cmax (ng/mL) 1.05 1.54 2.43 1.00 1.46 2.31
Cavg (ng/mL) 0.37 0.63 1.14 1.00 1.71 3.08
AUCDay1-29 (hr ng/mL) 248.48 425.13 764.92 1.00 1.71 3.08

With the increase in dose from 50 mg to 200 mg, buprenorphine overall AUCDay1-29, Cmax, and 
Cavg increased at a rate that was less than proportional to dose, as depicted by the associated slope 
values being less than unity.  The difference from unity was statistically significant for all of the 
above parameters in the initial burst period, secondary peak period, and entire profile (slope [β1] 
= 0.819, p = 0.014 for AUCDay1-29; β1 = 0.626, p < 0.001 for Cmax; and β1 = 0.819, p = 0.014 
for overall Cavg).  
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Multiple dose

Study RB-US-12-0005 was an open-label, multicenter study which evaluated pharmacokinetics of 
multiple dose Sublocade injections in adult subjects seeking treatment for opioid dependence 
previously on buprenorphine SL treatment.  Subjects were stabilized over a 13-day period on 
various doses of Subutex SL tablets followed by 50, 100, 200 mg or 300 mg Sublocade multiple 
dose injections (Table x).

Statistical analyses were done using a power model (Smith, 2000) with mixed effects of the 
following general form, ln(PK) = ln(β0) + β1·ln(Dose) + ε, where, PK is the pharmacokinetic 
parameter tested (e.g., Cmax or AUC), ln(β0) is the y-intercept, β1 is the slope (a value of β1 ≈ 1 
indicates linearity), and ε is an error term.  The estimate of β1 was reported along with the 
associated p-value and the dose range for proportionality. A significant difference from unity 
(1.0000) and lack of proportionality was defined a priori as p <0.05.  Additionally, dose 
proportionality was declared if the 90% CI for beta1 was entirely within the critical region.

Table 39 displays buprenorphine Cmax and AUCtau parameters for individual cohorts, 1-5 and 6.

Table 39 Mean buprenorphine pharmacokinetic parameters for individual cohorts from Injections 
1, and 4.

Cohort

1 4 2 5 3 6

Subutex 
mg

8 8 12 14 24 8 12 16 20 24

Sublocade 
mg

50 100 100 200 200 300

Injection 1 - Day1

AUCtau 246.65 413.44 461.37 756.05 642.01 970.86 1269.19 1181.34 1193.31 1473.47

Cmax 1.35 1.69 2.02 2.86 2.73 3.02 6.06 4.582 4.452 5.37

Injection 4 - Day 85

AUCtau 667.61 1275.10 1272.05 2051.99 1932.07 3230.872

Cmax 2.09 2.55 3.07 4.40 4.53 9.63 11.07 8.22

4 Sublocade injections at 28-day intervals  Up to 6 Sublocade injections at 28-day intervals

1: N=1; 2: N=2; 3: N=3; Subutex and Sublocade in mg doses; AUC0-24: ng h/mL; AUCtau(“28day”): ng h/mL; Cavg: ng/mL; Cmax: ng/mL; Cmin: ng/mL 

Buprenorphine PK parameters versus dose from all cohorts are presented in Figure 38, Figure 39, 
Figure 40, and Figure 41, for overall Cmax, and AUCtau(“28day”), respectively, for Day 1 and 4, 
respectively.
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Figure 38 Plot linear regression of buprenorphine Cmax vs. dose on a logarithmic scale: overall 
population PK Injection 1 (Day 1) dose 

Figure 39 Plot linear regression of buprenorphine Cmax vs. dose on a logarithmic scale: overall 
population PK Injection 4 (Day 85) vs dose 

Figure 40 Plot linear regression of buprenorphine AUCtau vs. dose on a logarithmic scale: overall 
population PK Injection 1 (Day 1) vs dose 
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Figure 41 Plot linear regression of buprenorphine AUCtau vs. dose on a logarithmic scale: overall 
population PK Injection 4 (Day 85) vs dose

 

With the increase in dose from 50 mg to 300 mg following RBP-6000 Injection 1, and 4, the overall 
mean (geometric) Cmax and AUCtau for buprenorphine increased at a rate that was not 
proportional to dose.  As the associated 90% CI of the slope was not entirely contained in the 
critical region, the increase in buprenorphine concentration is considered less than dose 
proportional.

The statistical analyses for dose proportionality for Cohorts 1-3 for buprenorphine are presented 
in Table 40. 

Table 40 Statistical analysis of dose linearity for buprenorphine from a multiple dose Sublocade 
50 to 300 mg in Study RB-US-12-0005 

PK 
Parameter

Injection Estimate 
(beta1)

p-value 90% CI of Slope Critical Region
Cmax 
( / L)

1 0.675 <0.001 (0.573, 0.776) (0.875, 1.125)
4 0.779 0.003 (0.659, 0.898) (0.875, 1.125)

AUCtau 1 0.826 0.003 (0.731, 0.922) (0.875, 1.125)
4 0.823 0.023 (0.697, 0.950) (0.875, 1.125)

3.3.10 What are alternative dosing regimen and/or management strategy required for subpopulations?

Hepatic and renal impairment

No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were conducted in hepatically-impaired or 
renally-impaired patients.

With respect to hepatic impairment, the effect on buprenorphine PK has been previously evaluated 
with Suboxone sublingual tablets (2 mg/0.5 mg buprenorphine/naloxone) in subjects with varied 
degrees of hepatic impairment as indicated by Child-Pugh criteria (see Suboxone Film Prescribing 
Information 2017).  The labeling states that “While no clinically relevant changes were observed 
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in subjects with mild hepatic impairment, buprenorphine plasma exposure was increased by 64% 
and 181% in subjects with moderate and severe hepatic impairment, respectively, compared to 
healthy subjects.”  Due to the lack of first-pass effect, the effect of hepatic impairment on 
pharmacokinetics of RBP-6000 is expected to be less than the effect on Suboxone sublingual film.

With respect to renal impairment, the information provided with Suboxone sublingual film was 
referenced (no differences in buprenorphine pharmacokinetics were observed between 9 dialysis-
dependent and 6 normal patients following IV administration of 0.3 mg buprenorphine), indicating 
that buprenorphine undergoes hepatic extraction and metabolism and that buprenorphine systemic 
clearance is not significantly related to renal function.  

Geriatric

No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were conducted in elderly patients.  It is 
generally accepted that reported clinical experience with buprenorphine has not identified 
differences in responses between elderly and younger patients.  Due to possible decreased hepatic, 
renal, or cardiac function and of concomitant disease or other drug therapy in geriatric patients, 
the decision to should be made cautiously in individuals 65 years of age or older and these patients 
should be monitored for signs and symptoms of toxicity or overdose (Noted from Subutex Label).

3.3.11 Are there any potential drug interactions for Sublocade with other drugs?

No dedicated RBP-6000 pharmacokinetic studies were conducted to evaluate drug interactions.  
Buprenorphine is mainly metabolized via CYP3A4; co-administration of other drugs which are 
inhibitors or inducers of CYP3A4 activity can affect the pharmacokinetics of RBP-6000.  Due to 
the lack of first-pass effects for RBP-6000, the magnitude of drug interaction with a 3A4 inhibitor 
or inducer is expected to be less for RBP-6000 in comparison to SL buprenorphine products (See 
Section 3.3 for discussion).  With SL administration, a portion of the dose is typically swallowed.

Although dedicated drug-interaction studies were not conducted, the effects of co-administered 
inducers or inhibitors have been established in studies using transmucosal buprenorphine and the 
effects may be dependent on the route of administration.  Since it may not be possible to consider 
dose adjustment in patients who are on CYP3A4 inhibitors/inducers, the following steps may be 
necessary and considered for Sublocade.

Patients who transfer to Sublocade treatment from a regimen of transmucosal buprenorphine used 
concomitantly with CYP3A4 inhibitors should be monitored to ensure that the plasma 
buprenorphine level provided by Sublocade is adequate.  If patients already on Sublocade require 
newly-initiated treatment with CYP3A4 inhibitors, the patients should be monitored for signs and 
symptoms of over- medication.  Within 2 weeks of Sublocade administration (due to possibility of 
remove Sublocade surgically), if the concomitant medication cannot be reduced or discontinued, 
it may be necessary to remove the Sublocade and treat the patient with a formulation of 
buprenorphine that permits dose adjustments.   Conversely, if a patient has been stabilized on 
Sublocade in the setting of concomitant medication that is a CYP3A4 inhibitor, and the 
concomitant medication is discontinued, the patient should be monitored for withdrawal. If the 
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dose of Sublocade is not adequate in the absence of the concomitant medication, that patient should 
be transitioned back to a formulation of buprenorphine that permits dose adjustments.

CYP3A4 inducers may induce the metabolism of buprenorphine and, therefore, may cause 
increased clearance of the drug which could lead to a decrease in buprenorphine plasma 
concentrations, lack of efficacy or, possibly, development of an abstinence syndrome. It is not 
known whether the effects of CYP3A4 inducers are dependent on the route of administration of 
buprenorphine. Patients who transfer to Sublocade treatment from a regimen of transmucosal 
buprenorphine used concomitantly with CYP3A4 inducers should be monitored to ensure that the 
plasma buprenorphine level provided by Sublocade is not excessive. If patients already on 
Sublocade require newly-initiated treatment with CYP3A4 inducers, the patients should be 
monitored for withdrawal. If the dose of Sublocade is not adequate in the absence of the 
concomitant medication, and the concomitant medication cannot be reduced or discontinued, that 
patient should be transitioned back to a formulation of buprenorphine that permits dose 
adjustments. Conversely, if a patient has been stabilized on Sublocade in the setting of concomitant 
medication that is a CYP3A4 inducer, and the concomitant medication is discontinued, the patient 
should be monitored for signs and symptoms of over-medication. Within 2 weeks of Sublocade 
administration (due to possibility of remove Sublocade surgically), if the dose provided by 
Sublocade is excessive in the absence of the concomitant inducer, it may be necessary to remove 
the Sublocade and treat the patient with a formulation of buprenorphine that permits dose 
adjustments.

3.3.12 Describe norbuprenorphine pharmacokinetic information for Sublocade

As a SC depot administration, Sublocade avoids the first-pass effect compared to buprenorphine 
formulations for oral transmucosal administration.  The fraction absorbed sublingually of a 
sublingual buprenorphine product (e.g., Suboxone) also avoids the first-pass effect, whereas the 
swallowed fraction still undergoes first-pass effect and is metabolized to norbuprenorphine, which 
will result in a higher exposure ratio of norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine. 

Buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine concentrations were measured for both RBP-6000 SC and 
sublingual Subutex administrations in Study RB-US-11-0005, a multiple dose study.  The 
norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine ratio was much higher for Subutex sublingual lead-in phase 
compared to RBP-6000 SC 300 mg after the fourth injection.  The AUCtau ratio of 
norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine approximately ranges from 0.23 to 0.39 for RBP-6000 after 
the fourth injection compared to 1.32 to 3.21 for Subutex sublingual at steady state (RB-US-12-
0005).  This observation confirms that RBP-6000 undergoes lesser metabolism compared to 
buprenorphine sublingual product due to lack of first-pass effect.  

Study RB-US-11-0020 results showed norbuprenorphine to buprenorphine ratios similar to that of 
Study RB-US-11-005.   As noted previously Study RB-US-11-0020 evaluated a single dose of 50 
mg, 100 mg, 200 mg RBP-6000 SC injection (Cohorts 1, 2, and 3, respectively), and for a single 
dose of 100 mg RBP-6000 SC injection following a 7-day buprenorphine sublingual stabilization 
or “lead-in” phase to achieve a stable buprenorphine dose of 12 mg/day in subjects with opioid use 
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disorder (Cohort 4).  A summary of norbuprenorphine plasma PK parameters is presented in Table 
41 for all cohorts.

Table 41 Overall norbuprenorphine pharmacokinetic parameters from a single dose RBP-6000 50, 
100 and 200 mg in Study RB-US-11-0020 (note: Cohort 2: 100 mg) 

%CV = coefficient of variation; hr = hour; Max = maximum; Min = minimum; PK = pharmacokinetic; QD = once daily; SC = 
subcutaneous;
SD = standard deviation; SL = sublingual
Cohort 1 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 50 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 2 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 100 mg buprenorphine.
Cohort 3 = a single SC injection of RBP-6000 containing 200 mg buprenorphine.
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Cohort 4 = QD dosing with SUBOXONE SL, 8 mg (two 4 mg doses approximately 3 hours apart) on Day -7 and 12 mg on Days 
-6 through -1.
Source: Table 14.2.1.3, Listing 16.2.6.2.1, Listing 16.2.6.2.2, and Listing 16.2.6.2.3
AUClast Area under the plasma concentration-time curves from time-zero to the time of the last quantifiable 
concentration; calculated using the linear trapezoidal rule 
RAUClast: Ratio of AUClast norbuprenorphine/AUClast buprenorphine (concentration was converted to molar 
concentration); 
RCmax: Ratio of Cmax norbuprenorphine/Cmax buprenorphine (Cmax was converted to molar concentration; 
buprenorphine molecular weight [MW]: 467.64, norbuprenorphine MW: 413.55)

Like buprenorphine, norbuprenorphine exposure parameters increased with increasing dose of 
RBP-6000 from 50 mg to 200 mg.  However, Cohort 4 showed much greater norbuprenorphine 
exposure compared to Cohort 2 (100 mg RBP-6000) and Cohort 3 (200 mg RBP-6000).  
Norbuprenorphine AUCDay1-29 (geometric mean) for Cohort 4 was greater by 3.1-fold and 1.7-
fold compared to Cohort 2 and Cohort 3, respectively.  Norbuprenorphine Cmax (geometric mean) 
for Cohort 4 was 7.5-fold and 4-fold greater compared to Cohort 2 and Cohort 3, respectively.  
Similar to findings in Study RB-US-11-0005, metabolite to parent 
(norbuprenorphine/buprenorphine) ratios ranged from 0.232 to 0.413 for all Cohorts.  It was noted 
that the ratio from Cohort 2 was lower compared to Cohort 4 (0.241 and 0.413, respectively).

4. APPENDICES

4.1 Summary of Bioanalytical Method Validation and Performance

Pharmacokinetic (PK) samples were analyzed using validated liquid chromatography coupled with 
tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) methods for buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine in 
human plasma.  The following buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine concentration ranges were 
used in Study 11-0020:  Buprenorphine: 0.0250-5.00 ng/mL; Norbuprenorphine: 0.0200-4.00 
ng/mL, respectively (lower limit of detection (LLOQ): 0.025 and 0.02 ng/mL for buprenorphine 
and norbuprenorphine, respectively).  The following buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine 
concentration ranges were used in Studies 12-0005, 13-0002, 13-0001, 13-0006:  Buprenorphine: 
0.0500-25.0 ng/mL; Norbuprenorphine: 0.0400-20.0 ng/mL, respectively (LLOQ: 0.05 and 0.04 
ng/mL for buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine, respectively).  Typical percent values for QC 
intraday precision and accuracy ranged from 0.7 to 5.0 and -9.0 to -2.0, respectively.  Typical 
percent values for QC inter-day precision and accuracy ranged from 2.2 to 4.2 and -7.0 to -3.3, 
respectively.  Quality control (QC) samples for buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine analyzed on 
the given specific analyses days were 0.075, 0.5, 4 ng/mL and 0.06, 0.4, 3.2 ng/mL, respectively, 
for Study 11-0020.  Percent CV observed ranged from 4 to 6.4 and 3.5 to 8.1 for buprenorphine 
and norbuprenorphine, respectively.  Quality control (QC) samples for buprenorphine and 
norbuprenorphine analyzed on the given specific analyses days were 0.15, 2, 20 ng/mL and 0.12, 
1.6, 16 ng/mL, respectively, for Studies 12-0005, 13-0002, 13-0001, 13-0006.  Typical percent 
CV observed ranged from 4.3 to 10.1 and 1.8 to 10.5 for buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine, 
respectively.  The analytical information provided by the Applicant is acceptable and there are no 
further information needed regarding bioanalytical information.
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4.2 Population PK Analyses

4.2.1 M04 – PPK of 12-0005 and 13-0001:  
Report M04 is titled “RBP-6000: POPULATION 
PHARMACOKINETIC/PHARMACODYNAMIC MODELING ANALYSES Population 
Pharmacokinetic and Exposure-Response Analyses for Buprenorphine after Repeated 
Subcutaneous Injections of RBP-6000 in Treatment-Seeking Subjects with Opioid Use Disorder”. 

Applicant conducted population pharmacokinetic and exposure-response analyses for 
buprenorphine following repeat sub-cutaneous injections of RBP-6000 in treatment-seeking 
subjects with opioid use disorder. The purpose of these analyses is to provide evidence-based 
support for dosing regimens and identify potential dose adjustments for specific patient 
subpopulations in order to achieve the intended target therapeutic effect. 
This section will include the population PK analyses. The PKPD and exposure-response analyses 
can be found in section 4.3 of this review.

Data from the following clinical studies were included in the analyses:
 RB-US-12-0005 (Phase 2a): An Open-Label, Multicenter, Multiple Dose Study of the 

Safety, Tolerability, Pharmacokinetics, Efficacy Markers, and Opioid Receptor Availability 
of Subcutaneous Injections of Depot Buprenorphine (RBP-6000) in Treatment Seeking 
Opioid-Dependent Subjects

o Rich and Sparse PK – Subutex SL Tablets: pre-dose on Day -7 to Day -1, then at 
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 hours post-dose on Day -1

o Rich PK – RBP-6000: 
 Injection 1: pre- injection (corresponding to 24 hours post-dose for 

SUBUTEX on Day -1), 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36, 44 and 
48 hours post-injection, and days 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22 and 25 post-injection

 Injections 2 and 3: pre- injection, 1, 12 and 24 hours post-injection, and days 
2, 8, 13, and 19 post-injection

 Injection 4: 
 50-200 mg: pre-injection, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 

36, 44, and 48 hours post-injection, and days 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 
25, 28, 36, 42, 50 and 56 days post-injection

 300 mg: pre-injection, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36, 
44, and 48 hours post-injection, and days 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22 and 
25 days post-injection

 Injection 5: pre-injection, 1, 12 and 24 hours post-injection, and days 2, 8, 13, 
and 19 post-injection

 Injection 6: pre- injection, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 20, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32, 36, 44, 
and 48 hours post-injection and days 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 36, 42, 50 
and 56 post-injection 
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 RB-US-13-0001 (Phase 3): A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled, Multicenter 
Study To Assess the Efficacy, Safety, and Tolerability of Multiple Subcutaneous Injections 
of Depot Buprenorphine (RBP-6000 [100 mg and 300 mg]) Over 24 Weeks in Treatment-
Seeking Subjects with Opioid Use Disorder

o Sparse PK – Subutex SL Tablets: Run-in phase on Day -1 (within 1 hour prior and 1-
2 hour post the SL dose), double-blind treatment phase on Days 1, 2, 8, 15, 22, 29, 
30, 36, 43, 50, 57, 58, 64, 71, 78, 85, 86, 92, 99, 106, 113, 114, 120, 127, 134, 141, 
142, 148, 155, 162 and 169. 

o Rich PK – RBP-6000 SC Injection: On Days -1, 1, 2, 8, 15, 22, 29, 30, 36, 43, 50, 
57, 58, 64, 71, 78, 85, 86, 92, 99, 106, 113, 114, 120, 127, 134, 141, 142, 148, 155, 
162 and 169. On days where RBP-6000 was injected (Days 29, 57, 85, 113, and 141) 
blood samples were taken within 1 hour prior to and at 4 hours (±15 minutes) after 
SC injection.

Population PK Model (m04)

The population PK model included components that were unique to Subutex SL, unique to RBP-
6000, and components that were common between the two products. The Subutex SL product 
utilized a 2-compartment disposition model with first-order absorption. The RBP-6000 product-
specific model terms included dual first-order absorption components (fast or slow absorption). 
The slow absorption pathway was characterized using a transit compartment. 

Structural Model:  The additional disposition processes were common between Subutex SL and 
RBP-6000 in order to properly address the flip-flop phenomenon resulting from the slow release 
of buprenorphine from the SC depot. This includes a central compartment, a peripheral 
compartment, and first-order elimination from the central compartment. The model schematic is 
presented in the figure below. 
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Figure 41: Structural model of PK data acquired for studies 12-0005 and 13-0001 following 
SL and SC buprenorphine administration

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 36 of 487
The following is a description of the rate constants and overall PK parameters referred to in the 
figure above:
 F1, the relative bioavailability of SUBUTEX compared to RBP-6000;
 F2 and F3, the fractions of the RBP-6000 administered dose absorbed through the fast and 

slow pathways respectively; a logit transformation was applied to F2 to constrain individual 
PK parameter values to lie between 0 and 1. F3 was then calculated as 1- F2;

 k14, the first-order rate constant for SL (SUBUTEX) absorption;
 k24, the first-order rate constant for the fast absorption of RBP-6000;
 k36, the first-order absorption rate constant to the transit compartment related to the slower 

absorption of RBP-6000;
 k64, the first-order transfer rate constant from the transit to central compartment;
 CL, V4, V5 and Q: buprenorphine apparent elimination clearance, apparent central volume 

of distribution, apparent peripheral volume of distribution and apparent intercompartmental 
clearance.

Allometric Scaling:  Clearance and volume were scaled using body weight using exponents of 
0.75 for clearance and 1 for volume of distribution
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Inter-Individual Variability: A full variance-covariance matrix was used to estimate the values of 
the IIV of the PK parameters and their corresponding covariance values
Residual Variability: Combined additive and proportional residual error model
Final Model: Covariates in the final model were BMI effect (via power model) on CL, BMI 
effect (via power model) on fast absorption rate constant from SC depot (K24), and sex effect on 
slow absorption rate constant from SC depot (K36). 

The parameter estimates for the final model are shown in the table below. 

[Reviewer comment: Applicant indicates that there was an increase in inter-individual 
variability (IIV) of V5, Q, of 3-fold and 4.5-fold for K14, and 2-fold for F1 and K14 when Phase 
3 Trial 13-0001 PK data were pooled with Phase 2a study 12-0005 PK data (compared to 12-
0005 PK data alone). The Applicant attributes the increase in in IIV as being due to the potential 
inaccuracies in doses and dosing times for Suboxone during the run-in period of the Phase 3 
trial. The inaccuracies in dosing time are plausible since Suboxone dosing information was not 
recorded throughout the dose stabilization period but only at protocol visits. Thus, Applicant 
concludes that the records for the dose units dispensed at each visit could not be used to 
accurately determine the unsupervised intake of Suboxone SL film between visits), which is 
reasonable.

To address this concern, the Applicant fixed the values of both the fixed-effect (thetas) and 
random-effects (etas) for K14, F1, Q, and V5 to the values obtained based on Phase 2a Study 12-
0005 PK data alone. This approach, according the Sponsor, is more robust than estimating 
separate IIV terms for each buprenorphine product. 

Fixing the thetas and etas for K14, F1, Q, and V5 to the values based on the Phase 2a Study 
12-0005 PK data is acceptable.]
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Table 41: Estimates of the Final Population Pharmacokinetic Model (run036.mod) for RBP-6000 and SL Buprenorphine 
Products (SUBUTEX and SUBOXONE) after Combined Analysis of Studies RBUS-12-0005 and RB-US-13-0001

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 67 of 487
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The diagnostic plots for the final population PK model (run036.mod) are shown in the figure 
below. 

Figure 42: Diagnostic plots for the Applicant’s Final Population PK Model 

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 122 of 487
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The following plot represents the results of the Applicant’s visual prediction check of the Final 
population PK model. 

Figure 43: VPC for RBP-6000 Treatment Stratified by BMI levels in the Phase 3 Study

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 68 of 487
[Reviewer comment: The visual predictive check indicates that the model represents the data 
well. The diagnostic plots do not show systematic bias across the range of concentration. The 
IWRES versus time plot trends positive after day 200 but this is likely due to the sparse PK 
samples available at or after 200 days rather than a systematic bias in the model. Overall, the 
Applicant’s population PK model is acceptable.]
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4.2.2 M05 – PPK of 12-0005, 13-0001, and 13-0003: Report M05 is titled “Population 
Pharmacokinetics of RBP-6000 in Treatment-Seeking Subjects with Opioid Use Disorder 
Combined Analysis of Studies RB-US-12-0005, RB-US-13-0001 and RB-US-13-0003”. 

Applicant re-assessed the model generated in report M04 once the data from open-label 
extension study 13-0003 became available. An external validation was conducted using the study 
13-0003 PK data. The model generated in m04 was used with the new data from 13-0003 to 
derive goodness of fit (diagnostic) plots using the previously estimated PK parameter estimates 
(i.e. MAXEVAL=0). Finally, the Applicant also re-estimated PK parameters for the M04 PK 
model by pooling the newly acquired PK data from study 13-0003 with the existing data from 
studies 12-0005 and 13-0001. The new PK parameter estimates for the pooled data were 
compared with those reported in M04.

Data for these analyses came from the following studies: 
 RB-US-12-0005 (Phase 2a), RB-US-13-0001 (Phase 3): Information regarding studies 12-

0005 and 13-0001 can be found in the section 4.2.1. 
 RB-US-13-0003 (Phase 3): An Open-Label, Long-Term Safety and Tolerability Study Depot 

Buprenorphine (RBP-6000 [100 mg and 300 mg]) in Treatment-Seeking Subjects with 
Opioid Use Disorder. 

o Sparse PK – RBP-6000 SC Injection: On Days 1, 29, 57, 85, 113 and 141, a blood 
sample was taken within 1 hour prior to SC injection. An additional PK sample was 
collected half-way into the dosing interval on days 15, 43, 71, 99, 127, and 169.

The applicant performed a visual predictive check as an external validation. The population PK 
model developed in report M04 was applied to simulate PK under the dose regimens 
administered in study 13-0003. The applicant generated 50 replicate simulations for the n=72 
subjects who received 300 mg / 300 mg treatment for 6 injections in study 13-0001 and 
maintained at the 300 mg dose in study 13-0003 (for up to 12 injections total).  Applicant 
retained an identical covariate configuration to those n=72 subjects receiving the 300 mg dose in 
trial 13-0001 and study 13-0003. The visual prediction check (VPC) plot providing a comparison 
of the predicted and observed PK data is shown in the Figure below. 
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Figure 44: VPC of Observed PK data from Patients receiving 300 mg Once monthly in 13-
0001 and continued on the same dose into 13-0003 using Model Built using PK data from 
13-0001 and 12-0005.

The black circles are observed data from roll-over subjects receiving 300 mg throughout both studies RB-
US-13-0001 and RB-US-13-0003 (n=72); Red solid line represents the median of the simulated data; 
Shaded blue area represents the 90% prediction intervals of the simulated data. Simulated 13-0003 data 
generated using model run036 (built with 12-0005 and 13-0001 data).

Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 33 of 801

[Reviewer comment: Study 13-0003 (day 180 and later) had sparse PK samples acquired every 
other week and thus peaks are not shown.  Trial 13-0001 had rich PK sampling with sampling 
near Tmax which provided capture of high concentrations (see section 4.2.1 details on PK sample 
collection). The visual difference in observed PK data density before versus after day 180 (when 
patients transitioned from 13-0001 to 13-0003) is due to the reduced frequency of PK sample 
acquisition (rather than a deficiency of the model). In addition, it is not expected for the PK 
profile to shift at or after 180 days as the dose regimen is unchanged before and after Day 180.]

The previously developed PK model from report m04 (generated using PK data from 12-0005 
and 13-0001) was used to generate diagnostic or “goodness-of-fit” plots for the newly-generated 
PK data from study 13-0003. The final PK parameter estimates from m04 were utilized as the 
initial estimates and the maximum number of evaluations was set to zero (MAXEVAL=0) to 
generate the residuals. The diagnostic plots for PK data from study 13-0003 using this method 
are displayed in the figure below.
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Figure 45: Diagnostic plots of buprenorphine PK following Sublocade administration.

Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 31 of 801
[Reviewer comment: The EPRED, or exact prediction as the Applicant calls it, is the population 
prediction (often referred to as PRED).]

Finally, the Applicant re-estimated PK parameters for the m04 model after pooling PK data from 
study 13-0003 with the original dataset (12-0005 and 13-0001). The final dataset included n=792 
subjects with PK data. There were 19686 PK samples with 2910 samples of Suboxone / Subutex 
and 16776 samples for RBP-6000. The final parameter estimates are shown in the table below. 
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Table 42: Comparison of PK Parameter estimates before and after adding 
data from study 13-0003 to studies 12-0005 and 13-0001 (Page 1 of 2)

Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 35 of 801
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Table 43: Comparison of PK Parameter estimates before and after adding 
data from study 13-0003 to studies 12-0005 and 13-0001 (Page 2 of 2)

Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 36 of 801
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[Reviewer comment: The addition of PK data from study 13-0003 produces comparable PK 
parameters. Inclusion of PK data from Study 13-0003 improved precision for most parameters 
which is expected due to the greater pool of data. Overall, the Applicant’s population PK 
analyses reported in report m05 [new parameter estimates model run036_combined (m05) 
with 13-0003 PK data, VPC for 13-0003 13-0003 PK data using model run036 (from report 
m04), and diagnostic plots for 13-0003 PK data acquired using final estimates from run036 
(from report m04)] further support the acceptability of the final mode from report m04, 
run036.]

Applicant provided results of a graphical analysis to compare the PK for the same regimen 
administered in the two studies (13-0001 versus 13-0003).  Applicant concludes that exposures 
were comparable for patients who received 300 mg / 100 mg regimen in Trial 13-0001 and 
patients who received the 300 mg / 100 mg regimen in Study 13-0003 (see figure below).

 
Figure 46: Observed Plasma Concentration Level of Patients who received 300 mg / 100 mg 
dose in Trial 13-0001 (Left Panel) and Patients who Received 300 mg / 100 mg in Study 13-
0003 (Right Panel). 

Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 27 of 801

Applicant concludes that exposures were comparable for patients who received the 300 mg / 300 
mg regimen in Trial 13-0001 and patients who received the 300 mg / 300 mg regimen in Study 
13-0003 (see figure below).
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Figure 47: Observed Plasma Concentration Level of Patients who received 300 mg / 300 mg 
dose in Trial 13-0001 (Left Panel) and Patients who Received 300 mg / 300 mg in Study 13-
0003 (Right Panel). 

Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 27 of 801

[Reviewer comment: The plots in the previous two figures compare PK in Trial 13-0001 versus 
PK for the same regimen administered the follow-up study 13-0003. The PK profiles in the right 
panels of the previous two figures (representing study 13-0003) appear to have fewer data points 
and less dispersion of concentration values. However, study 13-0003 provides one sample every 
other week. Trial 13-0001 provides rich PK samples which include samples near Tmax (please 
refer the review of study M04 in 4.2.1 for details on PK sampling in Trial 13-0001). 

Overall, the plots in the previous two figures indicate that for both regimens administered in 
Trial 13-0001, consistent PK profile is generated for the same regimen administered in study 
13-0003.]

The effect of injection site (right upper abdominal quadrant, left upper abdominal quadrant, right 
lower abdominal quadrant, left lower abdominal quadrant) on buprenorphine PK was assessed 
graphically. The Applicant stratified the PK data by injection site and generated a PK plot (see 
figure below).
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Figure 48: Comparison of Plasma Concentration by Injection Site. 

Time represents the time after the first RPB-6000 SC injection for each subject.
Source: indv-6000-m05.pdf (sequence 0001), page 29 of 801

The applicant concludes that reinjection into the same abdominal quadrant had no impact on 
buprenorphine plasma concentration levels. 

[Reviewer comment: Based on the Applicant’s analyses, re-injection into the same injection site 
does not appear to influence systemic buprenorphine exposure.]
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4.2.3 M06 – Ketoconazole effect on PK:  

Report M06 is titled “RBP-6000 Project Drug-Drug Interaction Modeling & Simulation for 
SUBUTEX and RBP-6000 with Ketoconazole”. Applicant modelled PK following SL Subutex 
administration and SC injection of RBP-6000 to estimate SL and SC bioavailability parameters, 
modelled the effect of ketoconazole with separation of first-pass and systemic clearance, and 
estimated the effect of ketoconazole on PK following RBP-6000 administration. 

Data from the following clinical studies were included in these analyses:
 RB-US-12-0005 (Phase 2a): Study 12-0005 enrolled n=89 subjects into 6 cohorts (14-15 

subjects per cohort). One cohort (Cohort 6) received repeat injections of 300 mg SC RBP-
6000 every 28 days. Two cohorts (Cohorts 2 and 4) received repeat injections of 100 mg SC 
RBP-6000 every 28 days. Additional Information regarding study 12-0005 can be found in 
the section of this review regarding report M04. 

 P01242: Effects of Ketoconazole on the Pharmacokinetics of Buprenorphine: a Single 
Center, Phase 1, Open-Label, Fixed Sequence, Drug Interaction Study of Ketoconazole in 
n=38 Opiate-Dependent Subjects. Subjects were titrated for 4-6 weeks to one of three daily 
stable doses of SUBUTEX (8 mg, 12 mg or 16 mg of buprenorphine per day) and remained 
on the same dose for ≥ 2 weeks before entering PK portion of study. Subjects were to remain 
on the final titrated Subutex dose from at least Day -14 to Day 7. On Days 1 to 6, 400 mg/day 
ketoconazole was administered orally after Subutex SL administration. 

o Rich PK – SL Buprenorphine: On Day -1 (Subutex but no ketoconazole) and again 
on Day 6 (Subutex after 6 days ketoconazole) PK samples were collected at 0,
0.5, 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, and 24 post-dose. 

AUCtau values were measured under steady-state conditions for Subutex in Study P01242. For 
study 12-0005, Applicant applied Helmert’s method (using pre-dose concentration 
measurements) for assessing steady-state. Applicant concludes that steady-state is achieved by 
Day 85 (Injection 4) for RBP-6000 300 mg and 200 mg but not for 100 mg. However, Applicant 
utilized Day 85 AUCDay2-28 values from study 12-0005 for 100, 200 and 300 mg SC RBP-6000 
every 28 days to build the model.

[Reviewer comment: AUCDay2-28 is effectively AUCtau as the tau was 28 days in study 12-0005.]

PK Model (M06)
This model utilized AUC values as the dependent variable rather than concentration values. The 
PBPK model included terms that were unique to Subutex SL, unique to RBP-6000, and 
components that were common between the two products. Following Subutex SL administration 
a fraction Fabs,SL is absorbed directly into the plasma and 1- Fabs,SL is swallowed. Of the Subutex 
SL administration that is swallowed, the fraction Fabs,PO is absorbed, of which a fraction EG 
undergoes first-pass effect in the gut (1-EG passes intact through gut to the liver), and proportion 
EH undergoes first-pass effect in the liver (1-EH passes intact through liver to plasma). Once in 
the plasma, a fraction fmet is metabolized into norbuprenorphine via 3A4 (and 1-fmet is 
metabolized by other pathways). At each step along the way where 3A4-mediated metabolism 
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occurs in the gut wall, first-pass in liver, or subsequent passes in the liver, Applicant modeled the 
effect of ketoconazole on 3A4 mediated metabolism of buprenorphine.

Following RBP-6000 SC injection, the fraction Fabs,SC of the injection is absorbed into systemic 
circulation.

[Reviewer comment: This model differs from the models in m04 and m05. In this model, both SC 
and SL absorption are expressed only in terms of extent of absorption (e.g. via bioavailable 
terms). Models m04 and m05 utilized a first-order absorption model with transit for SL 
administration and dual first order models with one transit compartment for SC administration. 
Please refer to discussion at the end of this section for additional information.]

The structural model is shown in the figure below. 

Figure 49: Schematic of PK Model for Disposition of Buprenorphine Following Sublingual 
and Subcutaneous Administration of SUBUTEX and RBP-6000 Respectively, With and 
Without Concomitant Administration of Ketoconazole

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 11 of 59

The following is a description of the rate constants and overall PK parameters referred to in the 
figure above:
 KETO: ketoconazole; SC: Subcutaneous; SL: Sublingual.
 Fabs,SC: Absolute bioavailability of buprenorphine after SC injection
 Fabs,SL: Fraction of buprenorphine absorbed by SL route after SL administration
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 Fabs,PO: Fraction of buprenorphine absorbed from the digestive tract
 EG: Gut extraction ratio
 EH: Hepatic extraction ratio
 CLBUP: Buprenorphine systemic clearance
 fmet: Fraction of buprenorphine systemic clearance responsible for the formation of 

norbuprenorphine.

Inter-Individual Variability:  Applicant tested, in a stepwise manner, interindividual variability 
terms on Fabs,SL, Fabs,SC, and CLnorbup. Inclusion of an interindividual variability term on Fabs,SC 
provided the greatest decrease in objective function of the 3 terms included in the stepwise 
assessment. For this reason, the bioavailability following SC administration (Fabs,SC) was the only 
term for which interindividual variability was estimated. Applicant 

Residual Variability:  A proportional error model was used to model residual variability for both 
buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine. 

Parameters Set to Constant Values: EH and QH were fixed based on literature data for hepatic 
blood flow (Davies and Morris, 1993)3 and hepatic coefficient of extraction for buprenorphine 
(Kilford et al. 2009)4. The fraction of buprenorphine metabolized (fmet) was fixed to 0.63, as 
estimated from Kilford et al. (2009), so that CLNorbup could be estimated.

Covariates: The only covariate was dose on the Fabs,SL.   . 

The applicant conducted the analyses in two steps:
 Step 1: Analysis of control data without ketoconazole
 Step 2: Analysis of all data with and without ketoconazole. 

Step 1: Individual AUCs of buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine from Study RB-US-12-0005 
following repeated SC injections of RBP-6000 and administrations of SUBUTEX SL tablets 
were fitted together with individual AUCs of buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine from Study 
P01242 in the absence of ketoconazole (control data).

The parameter estimates for the final model in Step 1 are shown in the table below. 

3 Davies B, Morris T. Physiological parameters in laboratory animals and humans. Pharm Res.
1993 Jul;10(7):1093-5.
4 Kilford PJ, Stringer R, Sohal B, Houston JB, Galetin A. Prediction of drug clearance by glucuronidation from in vitro 
data: use of combined cytochrome P450 and UDP-glucuronosyltransferase cofactors in alamethicin-activated 
human liver microsomes. Drug Metab Dispos. 2009 Jan;37(1):82-9.
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Table 44:  Population Pharmacokinetic Parameter Estimates for 
Analysis Step 1 (Control Data Without Ketoconazole) (Run 03)

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 25 of 59

The Applicant performed visual predictive checks using the model and data involved in Step 1. 
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Figure 50: VPC for Analysis Step 1 (Control Data Without Ketoconazole)(Run 03) 

 
Dashed blue line: identity line or horizontal line for y=0;   dots: observed data;  

 grey line: links individual data.
Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 26 of 59

[Reviewer comment: Predicted buprenorphine AUC values do not demonstrate any apparent 
systemic bias with respect to AUC magnitude. However, the predicted norbuprenorphine AUC 
values appear to be underpredicted by the model in the range of 200 to 1500 ng*hr/ml.]

Step 2: Individual AUCs of buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine from Study P01242 in the 
presence of ketoconazole were added to the dataset to estimate the effect of ketoconazole on the 
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hepatic clearance component responsible for the conversion of buprenorphine to 
norbuprenorphine. Norbuprenorphine data under ketoconazole were not included in the final 
analysis as Applicant determined that these data showed an unexpectedly high variability.
In Step 2, initially Applicant utilized the final model in Step 1.  Applicant performed another 
assessment of interindividual variability terms on parameters in a stepwise fashion. The result 
was that Fabs,SC remained as the only term for which interindividual variability was estimated. 
The parameter estimates for the final model in Step 2 are shown in the table below. 

Table 45:  Population Pharmacokinetic Parameter Estimates for 
Analysis Step 2 (Control Data Without Ketoconazole) (Run 06)

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 29 of 59

The Applicant performed visual predictive checks using the model and data involved in Step 2. 
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Figure 51: VPC for Analysis Step 2 (Control Data Without Ketoconazole)(Run 06)

Dashed blue line: identity line or horizontal line for y=0;   dots: observed data;  
 grey line: links individual data.

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 26 of 59

[Reviewer comment: The predicted buprenorphine AUC values do not demonstrate any apparent 
systemic bias with respect to AUC magnitude. However, similar to the model generated for Step 
1, the predicted norbuprenorphine AUC values appear to be underpredicted by the model in the 
same range of AUC values; 200 to 1500 ng*hr/ml.]
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Simulations to Predict Ketoconazole Effect on SC Administration: Applicant conducted PK 
simulations to predict the effect of 400 mg ketoconazole per day on buprenorphine exposure 
following the 4th injection of RBP-6000 100 mg once daily and 300 mg once daily. Four 
thousand individual AUC values were simulated using the final population parameter values 
estimated in Step 2. The results of the PK simulations are shown in the table below. 

Table 46: Simulated AUC Values for RBP-6000 (100 mg and 300 mg) following 4 SC 
injections separated by 28 days, With and Without Ketoconazole, for Buprenorphine 

(BUP) and Norbuprenorphine (NORBUP)

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 33 of 59

The following tables shows the ratio of AUC for RBP-6000 and SL Subutex with and without 
ketoconazole. 

Table 47: Ratio of the Mean Simulated AUC values for RBP-6000 With and Without 
Ketoconazole, for Buprenorphine (BUP) and Norbuprenorphine (NORBUP)

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 34 of 59
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Table 48: Ratio of the Mean Simulated AUC values for SL Subutex With and Without 
Ketoconazole, for Buprenorphine (BUP) and Norbuprenorphine (NORBUP)

Source: indv-6000-m06.pdf (sequence 0001), page 34 of 59

Applicant concluded that ketoconazole produces about half the increase in buprenorphine 
exposure following RBP-6000 administration compared to SL Subutex (e.g. AUC ratio is 2.32 to 
2.54 for SL Subutex versus 1.58 to 1.60 for RBP-6000 according to tables above). 

[Reviewer comment: Buprenorphine AUC predictions do not present any apparent bias across 
the range of AUC values. The visual predictive checks demonstrate that the model under-predicts 
the norbuprenorphine AUC at values > ~200 ng*hr/mL. The poor performance predicting 
norbuprenorphine AUC may be due to the Applicant not including norbuprenorphine data under 
ketoconazole in the final analysis for Step 2 due to an unexpectedly high variability. Overall, the 
model may not be more adequate for predicting norbuprenorphine AUC.

This model for report M06 uses a different approach than the population PK models presented in 
m04 and m05. The population PK models presented in m04 and m05 utilize transit compartments 
for SL and SC model also includes dual absorption processes. Due to the complex absorption 
processes for both SL and SC products, directly predicting drug interaction effects on AUC may 
reduce prediction accuracy. In addition, it is unclear how much the cross-study comparison of 
Study 12-0005 with Study P01242  may affect the results of these analyses. Furthermore, it is 
unclear how sensitive the predicted AUC increase due to ketoconazole is to the fixing of certain 
parameter values.

The model-building process appears reasonable and in general we agree that the effect of 
ketoconazole on buprenorphine will be less for RBP-6000 compared to SL Subutex. However, 
due to the aforementioned data limitations, the confidence of the exact drug effect estimate is 
low. Overall, the certainty in the 58%-60% buprenorphine AUC increase due to ketoconazole 
is not clear. Even though we may not have confidence in the precision of the AUC increase 
due to ketoconazole, labeling decisions regarding dose adjustment are adequate to address an 
AUC increase comparable to the magnitude predicted by the Applicant.]
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4.2.4 Reviewer’s PK Analyses – Determining PK Profile After Last Injection At Steady-State:  

OCP investigated the PK profile after the last injection of RBP-6000 at steady-state. This 
information was sought to inform a label statement in section 2.4 regarding discontinuation and 
the duration for which subjects have detectable buprenorphine exposure after discontinuation.

The reviewer conducted PK simulations to determine the concentration profile after the last 
RBP-6000 injection. The Applicant’s population PK model was used to conduct the PK 
simulations (please refer to section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2  for details). A virtual patient was created to 
represent the central tendency of the population PK profile. The virtual patient had the median 
BMI and median weight of the population PK dataset (24.8 kg/m2 and 75 kg, respectively). As 
sex is also a covariate, the PK profile of both sexes was simulated. 

Following the dosing method utilized in the clinical trials and dosing method proposed for the 
label, the virtual patient was treated with 2 weeks of SL buprenorphine followed by 2 SC 
injections of RBP-6000 300 mg separated by a month, then either 100 mg once monthly or 300 
mg once monthly. The mean simulated PK profiles for 24 injections (2 years) of 100 mg and 300 
mg once monthly maintenance dose regimens are shown in the figures below. As the PK profile 
is nearly identical between the sexes, only the female PK was plotted in all the reviewer’s 
simulations.

Figure 52: Simulated PK Profile for Initiation with SL Buprenorphine, 2 Injections of 300 
mg RBP-6000, and 24 Injections of 300 mg RBP-6000 Once Monthly Maintenance Dosing
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Figure 53: Simulated PK Profile for Initiation with SL Buprenorphine, 2 Injections of 300 
mg RBP-6000, and 24 Injections of 100 mg RBP-6000 Once Monthly Maintenance Dosing
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In order to better visualize the PK profile after the final injection, the two maintenance dose 
levels were included on a single plot where time zero is when the final injection occurs (see the 
figure below). 
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Figure 54: Simulated PK Profile Following a Final Injection at Steady-State from a 300 mg 
once monthly Regimen and a 100 mg once monthly RBP-6000 Regimen
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Time zero represents the final SC injection of RBP-6000 at steady-state from a 300 mg once 
monthly regimen (upper red series) and a 100 mg once monthly regimen (lower red series). The 
blue dashed line represents the analytical assay LLOQ of 0.05 ng/mL.

Overall, for both maintenance dose levels of 100 and 300 mg once monthly, buprenorphine 
plasma concentration remains above the LLOQ of 0.05 ng/mL for the Applicant’s assay for up 
to 12 months (11 months after discontinuing 100 mg once monthly and 12 months after 
discontinuing 300 mg once monthly). In section 2.4 of the label a statement was inserted to 
indicate that the subjects discontinuing RBP-6000 may have detectable plasma levels of 
buprenorphine for up to 12 months. 
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monthly maintenance dose levels demonstrated efficacy in the pivotal trial, this finding 
suggests that 300 mg once every other month may be an efficacious dose regimen which could 
reduce the number of injections by 50% (6 instead of 12 injections per year). Based on 
discussions with Clinical team, these findings suggest that increased dosing intervals should 
be explored.. 

4.3 Exposure-Response and PKPD Analyses

4.3.1  M02 –PKPD Analyses of μ-Opioid Receptor Occupancy in the Brain: 
Report M02 is titled “Modeling of the Relationship Between Buprenorphine Plasma 
Concentrations and μ-Opioid Receptor Occupancy in the Brain.” Applicant assessed the 
relationship between buprenorphine plasma concentration and μ-opioid receptor occupancy 
(μORO) in the brain.  The applicant utilized PK and μORO data from two published clinical 
trials. 

 Greenwald et al. 20035: n=5 heroin-dependent subjects were included in the trial. Each 
subject was successively maintained on 32, 16, 2, and 0 mg daily buprenorphine sublingual 
tablet doses. Four PET scans with [11C]-carfentanil were conducted on each subject at 4h 
after the last of 12 daily doses of buprenorphine (32mg, 16mg, 2mg, or placebo). On the 9th 
day of each maintenance period, blood samples were collected for the measurement of 
buprenorphine and norbuprenorphine plasma concentrations.

 Greenwald et al., 20076: n=10 heroin-dependent subjects were included in the trial. They 
were initially maintained for ≥ 2 weeks on 16 mg/day buprenorphine given as sublingual 
tablets. Plasma buprenorphine concentrations, opioid withdrawal symptoms and 4 
hydromorphone challenges (24 mg) or 4 PET brain scans with [11C]-carfentanil were 
conducted at 4, 28, 52 and 76 hours after the last daily buprenorphine dose.

The relationship between μORO and buprenorphine plasma concentration was modelled using an 
Emax structural model in a non-linear mixed effects approach. 

(equation 1)

where Emax is the maximal μORO, Cp is buprenorphine plasma concentration, and EC50 is the 
concentration at which half of the maximal effect is achieved. Residual error was modelled with 
an additive error model. Inter-individual variability was assessed for EC50. Applicant indicates 
that the data did not permit the estimation of IIV on Emax. 

5 Greenwald MK, Johanson CE, Moody DE, Woods JH, Kilbourn MR, Koeppe RA, Schuster CR, Zubieta JK. Effects of 
buprenorphine maintenance dose on μ-opioid receptor availability, plasma concentrations, and antagonist 
blockade in heroin-dependent volunteers. Neuropsychopharmacology. 2003;28(11):2000-9
6 Greenwald MK, Johanson CE, Bueller J, Chang Y, Moody DE, Kilbourn M, Koeppe R, Zubieta JK. Buprenorphine 
duration of action: μ-opioid receptor availability and pharmacokinetic and behavioral indices. Biol Psychiatry. 
2007;61(1):101-10
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[Reviewer comment: Due to the sparse data at the highest occupancies, precision of an IIV term 
for Emax would be poor. The decision to fix Emax IIV to zero is acceptable.]

The final model estimates are presented in the table below.
Table 49: Final Population Parameter Estimates for Emax Model Relating μORO to 
Buprenorphine Plasma Concentration (M02)

source: Indv-6000-m02.pdf (sequence 0001), page 9 of 47

The diagnostic plots are presented below.
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Figure 57: VPC for Emax Model Relating μORO to Buprenorphine Plasma Concentration 
(M02)

source: summary-clin-pharm.pdf (sequence 0001), page 67 of 148

[Reviewer comment: There is no systematic bias present in the diagnostic plots across the range 
of observed concentrations. The residuals do not appear to be unbalanced around zero. The 
visual predictive check plot appears to represent the data well for both the subjects from the 
literature (red dots) and the n=2 subjects from the PET sub-study in Study 12-0005 (green and 
blue dots). Overall, the Applicant’s model is acceptable.]
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4.3.2  M04 - PKPD  Analyses of Illicit Opioid Use, Drug Craving:  

Report M04 is titled “RBP-6000: POPULATION 
PHARMACOKINETIC/PHARMACODYNAMIC MODELING ANALYSES - Population 
Pharmacokinetic and Exposure-Response Analyses for Buprenorphine after Repeated 
Subcutaneous Injections of RBP-6000 in Treatment-Seeking Subjects with Opioid Use Disorder.” 
Applicant conducted population pharmacokinetic and exposure-response analyses for 
buprenorphine following repeat sub-cutaneous injections of RBP-6000 in treatment seeking 
subjects with opioid use disorder. The purpose of these analyses is to provide evidence-based 
support for dosing regimens and identify potential dose adjustments for specific patient 
subpopulations in order to achieve the intended target therapeutic effect.

This section will discuss the population PKPD and exposure-response model. For the population 
PK analyses provided in M04, please refer to section 4.3 of this review.

Using PK and PD data, applicant developed models to relate buprenorphine exposure to use of 
illicit opioids and drug craving. Applicant conducted graphical analyses to explore the effect of 
buprenorphine exposure on withdrawal symptoms. 

Data from the following clinical trial were included in the analyses:

 RB-US-13-0001 (Phase 3): The schedule for efficacy assessments is summarized below. 
Please refer to the M04 portion of section 4.3 in this review for additional details on this trial. 

o Urine Drug Screen: Urine drug screens and self-reports were assessed at screening, 
and then on a weekly basis following each SC injection of RBP-6000 or placebo 
(Days 1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 36, 43, 50, 57, 64, 71, 78, 85, 92, 99, 106, 113, 120, 127, 134, 
141, 148, 155, 162 and 169), as well as at the safety follow-up visit (Day 197). Urine 
drug screens were also assessed on the day after each SC injection at 24 hours post-
dose (Days 2, 30, 58, 86, 114 and 142). 

o Craving and Withdrawal: Scores for Opioid Craving VAS, COWS and SOWS were 
measured at the same times as UDS (with the exception of the follow-up visit on Day 
197). Opioid craving was additionally measured during the dose adjustment period 
with SUBOXONE film (Days -8, -4 and/or -1). The COWS and SOWS scores were 
measured during both induction and dose adjustment with SUBOXONE film (Days -
14, -13,-12,-11,-8, -4 and/or -1). 

o Assessments were to be performed prior to each SUBOXONE SL film dosing and at 
approximately the same time each day (±2 hours) on each planned visit day to the 
center.
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PKPD Model for Illicit Opioid Use (m05)

Use of illicit opioids was modelled as a binary variable (0 is negative or no illicit opioid use; 1 is 
positive or confirmed illicit opioid use). If both self-reporting and urine drug test are negative 
than a patient is reported to have a value of zero illicit opioid use. If at least 1 of the two reports 
are negative (self-report and/or urine drug test) then the patient is reported to be positive for 
illicit opioid use. The observed data for illicit opioid use versus buprenorphine concentration by 
arm is presented in the figure below.

Figure 58: Relationship Between the Percentage of Subjects with Negative Opioid Use and 
Buprenorphine Plasma Concentration (Study RB-US-13-0001)

Solid black curve; percentage of subjects with negative opioid use from the pooled 300 mg/300 
mg and 300 mg/100 mg treatment arms. Dashed curves: percentage of subjects with negative 
opioid use in the 300 mg/300 mg arm (green curve) and 300 mg/100 mg arm (red curve)

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 74 of 487

The binary drug use data were analyzed using logistic regression. For observation Yij in subject i 
at time tij (j=1,…,ni), the probability of negative opioid use was represented as:

 (equation 2)
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(equation 3)

, where α is the baseline value (intercept) in absence of buprenorphine treatment, fd is the drug 
effect , and ηi represents the subject-specific random effect (e.g. between subject variability). An 
Emax model was selected to presents the effect of buprenorphine on probability of negative opioid 
use (fd): 

(equation 4)

, where Cp,ij is the buprenorphine plasma concentration in subject i at time tij , Emax,i is the 
maximal drug effect in subject i, and EC50,i is the buprenorphine plasma concentration yielding 
50% of the maximal drug effect in subject i.

In the final model, interindividual variability terms were included on α, Emax, and EC50. 
Covariates on α included TC genotype as well as TT genotype (for SNP rs678849 on the delta-
opioid rector; OPRD1). Covariates on EC50 included users of opioids by injectable route, TC 
genotype, TT genotype, and race (Black/African American versus non-Black/African American).  
Covariates on Emax include employment status (employed versus non-employed) and race 
(Black/African American versus non-Black/African American).  The parameter estimates for the 
final model are shown in the table below.
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Table 50: Parameters Estimates for the Final PKPD Model (run8.mod) for Illicit Opioid Use in Study RB-US-13-0001.

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 89 of 487

Applicant indicates that major EC50 covariates were use of opioids by injectable route (3.6 times higher EC50 for users of injectable 
route opioids). Subjects with the TC and TT genotype has their EC50 reduced by 71% and 94% respectively.   Subjects that were 
employed  at baseline showed 43% higher Emax and Black/African American subjects showed a 31% lower maximal drug efficacy 
compared to non-Black/African Americans. 
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A visual predictive check was performed for the number of subjects with negative opioid use per 
treatment arm in study 13-0001. 

Figure 59: VPC for Number of Subjects with Negative Opioid use Per Treatment Arm in 
Trial 13-0001.

White circles and black dots: Observed percentages. Blue line: Median model prediction. 
Shaded gray or green area: 95% confidence interval for model predictions.

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 85 of 487

[Reviewer comment: The VPC indicates that the model represents the data well. The precision is 
poor for the estimate of TC effect on α, TT effect α, and race on EC50 (150%, 92%, and 910%, 
respectively). Other than these 3 covariates with poor precision, the Applicant’s PKPD model 
for illicit opioid use is acceptable. 

While the effects of other covariates are estimated with greater precision, Applicant has not 
proposed any dose adjustments based on any covariates in this model. The reviewer agrees no 
dose adjustments will be necessary based on the covariates in this model as the recommended 
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dose strategy is to use the low maintenance dose (100 mg once monthly) and proceed to the high 
maintenance dose (300 mg once monthly) if tolerability permits and if the subject is not 
achieving sufficient benefit from the lose maintenance dose.]

PKPD Model for Opioid Craving (m05)

Opioid craving was assessed using the visual analog scale (VAS) score (0 mm is neutral craving, 
100 mm is maximum craving). Craving was categorized by score (category 1: 0 mm, category 2: 
1-5 mm, category 3: 6-20 mm and category 4: >20 mm) for the purpose of PKPD analysis. 
Applicant selected 20 mm as a threshold for clinical relevance. Selection of other 3 categories 
was data driven in order to achieve a sufficient proportion of patients in each category. The 
observed data for drug craving versus buprenorphine concentration by arm is presented in the 
figure below. 

Figure 60: Relationship Between the Percentage of Subjects in Each Category of Opioid 
Craving VAS Score and Buprenorphine Plasma Concentration (Study RB-US-13-0001)

Curves: percentage of subjects with a craving score of zero (black curve), below 5 (red curve) 
and below 20 (green curve) form the pooled 300 mg/300 mg and 300 mg/100 mg treatment arms.

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 75 of 487

The ordinal data were analyzed using logistic regression. For observation Yij in subject i at time 
tij (j=1,…,ni), the probability for Yij to be lower than or equal to category “m” (where category 
m=1,2 or 3) is expressed as:
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Table 51: Parameters Estimates for the Final PK/PD model (run06.mod) for Opioid Craving in Study RB-US-13-0001

*The δ terms are included to ensure that α1 < α2 < α3 (e.g. α2 = α1+ δ1, α3 = α2+ δ2; where δ1 and δ2 are both positive)
Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 94 of 487
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A visual predictive check was performed for the proportion of subjects with zero craving, 
craving below 5, and craving below 20 per treatment arm in study 13-0001. 

Figure 61: VPC for Proportion of Subjects with Zero Craving, Craving Below 5, and 
Craving Below 20 per Treatment Arm in Study 13-0001

The white squares and black points/squares are observations. Bold curves are median model 
predictions for craving = zero (red), craving below 5 (green), and craving below 20 (blue). 
Shaded grey area: 95% confidence intervals for model predictions.

Source: indv-6000-m04.pdf (sequence 0001), page 97 of 487

[Reviewer comment: The Applicant indicates that the differing baseline terms were the result of 
differing cumulative probabilities for craving in Arms 1 and 2 despite the first two injections 
having equal value (300 mg and 300 mg) and comparable exposure.  Thus, it is not clear why the 
baseline risk values were different in arm 1 versus the other arms. While the BMI covariate was 
statistically significant, BMI only explains 1% of the craving variability. The VPC appears to 
systematically under-predict the drug-liking score for both RBP-6000 arms for all 3 ranks of 
drug-craving. For the placebo arm, the model appears to under-predict the zero craving (red 
series) and over-predict the craving below 20 (blue series). The reason for these under-
predictions and over-predictions is not clear.
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The Applicant indicates that the relatively wide 95% CI for placebo (compared to RBP-6000 
arms) is due to lower sample size in placebo arm compared to RBP-6000 arms, which is 
reasonable.

The reviewer agrees with the Applicant that the effect of BMI on drug craving is not clinically 
relevant and does not need to be considered for dose selection. Overall, the Applicant’s PKPD 
model for drug craving does not appear to adequately predict drug craving for subjects treated 
with RBP-6000 or placebo.]
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4.3.3  Reviewer’s PKPD Analyses of Drug-Liking Data from Blockade Study 13-0002:  

The blockade study 13-0002 was a pivotal piece of support for the approval of RBP-6000. The 
review team expressed concerns regarding the conduct of Study 13-0002 (please refer to the AC 
presentation by the CSS reviewer and Statistics reviewer for additional information). One 
relevant concern was that the mean drug-liking score over a 300-minute testing session was used 
in the statistical analyses. The review team decided that the maximum drug liking score was the 
more appropriate measure. Analyses were conducted to assess the relationship between the 
maximum (Emax) drug liking score and buprenorphine exposure following RBP-6000 
administration. These analyses were performed to provide additional context to the statistical 
issues during the review of the blockade study. 

PK and PD data were available from n=38 subjects in study 13-0002, the blockade study. The 
blockade study assessed the effect of buprenorphine on the measure of how much a subject 
“likes” hydromorphone. Each week there was a hydromorphone testing session wherein single 
dose of hydromorphone (0, 6, or 18 mg) was administered once per day for 3 consecutive days in 
a blinded randomized manner. The Applicant’s analyses subtracted the drug-liking score from 
“placebo (0 mg hydromorphone)” from the drug-liking score for 6 mg and 18 mg 
hydromorphone doses administered in each 3-day testing session each week. One 
hydromorphone session was conducted in the absence of buprenorphine and 12 hydromorphone 
sessions, once session per week for 12 weeks. RBP-6000 300 mg was administered prior to the 
Week 1 hydromorphone session and prior to the Week 5 hydromorphone session (2 injections 
spaced 4 weeks apart). On the weeks of RBP-6000 SC injection, hydromorphone challenges 
started 4 days after SC injection. Please refer to section 2 of this review for additional 
information on study 13-0002.

PK data were buprenorphine plasma concentrations measured immediately before the 
hydromorphone challenge. The figure below shows the distribution of buprenorphine plasma 
concentrations at each week where SC RBP-6000 300 mg was administered prior to week 1 and 
prior to week 5. 
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